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Runners arrive home for
Ahousaht Canoe Quest

Shawn Atleo left his home in Surrey,
BC on the morning of July 1. Cyril
Louie and 14 year-old Inez Paul met
him at the ferry in Saanich. Together
they ran to Victoria where Inez's
mother, Carleen, joined in the run.
Carleen and Inez said that they were
quite lonely and homesick during the
first few days of the run. Coordinator, Vina Robinson said that the
entourage was quite small at the start
of the trip but it grew and grew as
they got closer to home.
By the time the group arrived in Port
Alberni on July 6, dozens had joined
in the run. Hupacasath welcomed
their guests with a benefit dinner and
auction that raised thousands of
dollars. Ahousaht Canoe Quest
Society and Journey Home organizers
did the same at Tinwis and also
raised thousands.

By Denise Ambrose

Central Region Reporter
After a grueling ten -day marathon,
Shawn Atleo, Cyril Louie, Inez and
Carleen Paul were welcomed to
Tofino in grand style.

After a grueling ten -day marathon, Shawn Atleo, Cyril Louie,
Inez and Carleen Paul were
welcomed to Tofino in grand
style.
Hundreds of Nuu -chah -nulth people
showed up to cheer on the group that
ran (and wheelchaired) all the way
from Victoria to Tofino on Saturday,
July 10th. The group ran almost 400
kilometres to raise funds for
Ahousaht's Canoe Quest Society.
,4

Canoe Quest is a cultural
gathering to be held in Ahousaht
on August 11 -15. First Nations from all over will be invited
to canoe to Ahousaht to take
part in singing, dancing and
other cultural activities.

When asked `what will you do
when you get home ?' Shawn
replied, "Not run!"
After the auction several runners left
for the final three kilometers to
Tofino. The cheers of hundreds of
people gathered on the Government
Dock greeted each arriving runner.
People sang, danced and cheered as
the runners trickled in.
Once on the dock the runners were
free to change sweaty clothes and to
nurse aching legs and blistered feet.

Canoe Quest is a cultural gathering to
be held in Ahousaht on August 11 15. First Nations from all over will
be invited to canoe to Ahousaht to
take part in singing, dancing and other
cultural activities. The focus of
Canoe Ouest is youth.

continued on page 26
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April Titian, Shawn Atleo, Tyson Atleo, and Pam Webster run into
Port Alberni where they were warmly welcomed into Hupacasath &
TseshahtTerritorieswith a salmon barbeque.
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Keitlah and Robert Thomas (right) celebrate the opening of Out of
the Mist, HuupuKwanum Tupaat: Treasures of the Nuu- chah -nulth Chiefs
at the Royal B.C. Museum in Victoria. See stories on page 14.

$1.1 M Nuu -chah -nulth Residential
School Healing Project approved
By David Wiwchar

Southern Region Reporter

'

The National Aboriginal Healing Fund
Foundation has announced its approval of
a Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council plan to
assist in the healing of Residential School
Survivors.

The one year, $1.1 million project
is the first concrete contribution to
residential school healing since
Nuu -chah -nulth activists closed the
Alberni Indian Residential School
in 1973, and is the result of a
proposal submitted in January
On June 10, 1999, Norman Taylor on
behalf of the NTC Executive signed a
contract with the Aboriginal Healing
Foundation for community healing of
residential school trauma. The one year,
$1.1 million project is the first concrete
contribution to residential school healing
since Nuu -chah -nulth activists closed the
Alberni Indian Residential School in 1973,

INSIDE:
Treaty Planning Meeting at Somass Hall
Campbell & Wilson Faceoff
Uchuckleshat Releases Chinook
HIV in the Nuu -chah -nulth Community
Tashwin Resource Management Ltd.
N.E.D.C. Business News
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and is the result of a proposal submitted
in January 1999.
All projects are funded as one -year pilot
programs, but Simon Read of the
N.T.C.'s Community and Health Services
Department is hopeful a process for
Aboriginal Healing Fund extensions will
be in place soon.
"The funding is not all we asked for, but
it is more than was available in the past,"
said Read. "We believe we have pushed
the foundation to the limit of what is
possible at this time, and that it is important to get started with the project. This
will not stop us from applying for
funding for other parts of the healing

process."
The Nuu -chah -nulth Healing Program
received the largest grant of the 35
successful projects across Canada
funded by the $350 Million Aboriginal
Healing Fund. Total funding for this first
set of successful
applications is more
than $6 Million, with the
11..."
average grant being

t'
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continued on page 8
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of the fourteen Nuu cheh -nu /lh First Nations as well
the members

as

other interested groups and in-

i.

duals.

Information & original work
contained in this newspaper is

copyright and may not be reproduced without written perPerNuo-on
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Ha- Shilth -So will include letters received from its readers. All letters
must be signed by the writer and have the writer's nano, address & phone number
on it. Names can be withheld by request
We reserve the rightto edit subminedmateriel for clarity, brevity,
grammar and goad taste. We will definitely net publish letters dealing with tribal
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ehah -ninth Tribal Council
P.O. Boa IMO. Port

Alberni,
B.C. V9V 7M2.
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Please note that theDFADLiIP for

submissions for our next issue is
4:30 pm on Friday, July 23,
1999. After that date, material
submitted &judged to be appropiste, canna begumanteed placement but, 9` still ralevant,will be
includedinrhefoltowing have.
In an ideal world,

submissions would be typed,
rather than hand -written.
Submitted photographs
should includes return address
a brief description of subjects, phomcopies and

taxi not applicable.

COVERAGE:
Please note that although we
would certainly like to he able
to cover all stories and events,

wallas submitted material,
be
only do so subject Ile
ficient ads once notice
Reporter's availability at
the time of the event
Editorial space available in
the paper
Fdilonul deadline. being
adhered to by contributors
as

He- Shiloh -S4 Nmvspapsu, in conjunction with Tmwaayuus (Rainbow Gardens), wish
to celebrate the International Year of the Older Person, by highlighting
Nuu .yhah -nulth Elders, and the wonderful roles they play in our lives.
If wigs would like to suggest a Feature Elder, call Ha- Shihh -St at (250)724-5757.

EditorialAasismnt

Mass,

of work.

Helen says "when people told me I'd
never amount to anything or; you
dumb. I) u tth ghtI
show them'" And with the unwavering
support and love of her mother along
with. great deal of discipline on her
con pan, she did, While in nursing
school in Vancouver she found it very
difficult being away from home for the
first time ever. She was lonely and
recalls being very naive, not even
knowing how to get back home to Pon
Alberni from Vancouver because her
older sister had taken her there. But she
madaailt iik&fi nlk 14vankfroA 90 s
helped her get a return bus ticket from
Vancouver to Pon Alberni.
Another discovery she made while she
was away at school was that she was
dyslexic. One of her teachers whom
befriended
Helen for the
first time that she was never 'dumb' as
she had been told most of her life.
Determined to succeed she worked
extra hard staying in and studying
while the other girls went out and had
fun, but she never told anyone. She

Nuuchah- nulthmembers of the

Delegates decided

-

providing jobs and enhanced
resource Mud
production
Wn that is both
productive and sustainable
area.

B.C. Forest Minister David
Zirhelt took a close look at a
recently approved Community
Forest Project in Bamfield) one of
only six such projects in the
province.

Two concepts of land holding were
presented along with the risks and
benefits of each model. One concept
was accepted, and the Drafting Group
was directed to do further work on the
accepted model. One First Nation
voted against the motion, saying that
may be other options available to

Alberni.

The July 5 -7 session of Nuu chah-nulth Treaty Planning was
held in Port Alberni at the
Somas* Hall and the negotiators
adopted a lengthy agenda and
quickly got down to business.

International Year of Oldw Possum

B.C. Forest Minister David Zirhelt took
close look at a recently approved
Community Forest Project in Bamfield;
one of only six such projects in the
prop
The jointly managed Bamfield / Huu ayaht Community Forest Project
allows the local residents tone over
ownership of forested land in their

TSC have been authorized to
negotiate our policy on our process for ratification of the Agreerent- Indrinnple and the Final
Agreement stages of treaty.

quaainga

The Bamfield / Huu- ay.aht Community
Forest Society will manage
hectares of Crown land next to the

Ill

there

communities of Bamfield and Anecla.
-For the first time in this province, we
are giving communities the opportunity
to show their ability to create jobs and

!Ill

Helen Dick has been a positive and
active contributing member to the Nun chah-nulth community for many years.
She grew up in Pon Alberni with her
many brothers and sisters and her
mother. Her father passed away while
she was in grade school_ After seeing
her mother nurse her father, and shortly
after being the caretaker to her mother
who also fell ill made Helen consider
going into nursing as a career. -..mss

Helen Dick has been a positive
and active contributing member to
the Nuu -chah -nulth community for
many years.
Taking care of her mom made her feel
good and worthwhile and so she
pursued her options at her Jr. High
Career fair. It was very challenging for
Helen to further her education because
she had always been told very negative
things throughout her childhood. But

was determined to succeed at whatever

10 delegates

reviewed several documents and gave authorization to Nuu chah-nulth members of the Tripartite
Standing Committee (TSC) to negotiate
these documents with the other
governments.
Nuu -chah -ninth members of the TSC
have been authorized to negotiate our
policy on our moms
Moceas for ratification
of the Agreement-in-Principle and the
Fiinal
she did she accomplished not only her

Licensed Practical Nursing but went on
to become a Registered nurse and have
very rewarding career in the medical
field for 20 years in a hospital in Utah.
During this time however she fell ill to
the point where she had to quit her job
and move back home with her mother.
Her brothers and sisters helped her
move back and she lived in the care of
her mother until she was well enough
to work again. She began doing
at the Chiefs meetings for the
then executive director Getty Wesley
and from late became the d
tive assistant to the Social Development
and USMA programs. Over the years
she has kept naively serving on boards
and assisting jemmy meetings keeping
her very busy
Helen is glad to see so much positive
change in the community especially
with the reduction of alcohol and
substance abuse which was all too
.
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They are
directed lo negotiate our
agreed -upon voting age and country of
residence for ratification.
Simon Read presented his analysis of
B.C.'s paper, Nuu- chah -hullh Services
to Members off Treaty Settlement
Lands.
The paper outlined BC's vision of the
delivery of Child and Family Services
to Numchah -nulth people living outside
NCN communities.
There was a lengthy debate about
what we should be negotiating for with
respect to Nuu-chch -nulth jurisdiction

This year is liaSAitth-Sais 25th year of serving the Nuuchah nulth First Nations. We look forward to your continued input
and support.
Kleco! niece
David Wiwchar
Editor / Managed

sustain and manage local resources
directly
rectly to
et local needs like recreation nod
and education," said zirhdt.
-Community forest agreements are an
ample of gob enmmmt leading policy
and forest changes in B.C. We will
soon be examining other tenure optons
d ford
an g
.P1?Wcf sad ..
invionb new id
ac pan oldie lonw
term forest action planning process

w

Tyeataa wiih Mike

July 28 to 30th at the shrewish House of
Learning in Port Alberni. Starting time
for all days will be 9 a.m.

"Community Forests. which represent
the most significant change in the B.C.
Forest Tenure system since the lair
194ós, users in important new
directions in public forest policy," said
David Haley, U.B.C. Professor of
Economics and Forest Policy, and a
member Otte selection subcommittee
of the Community Forest Advisory

Committee. This is an important step
ward the diversification of the
provincial forest tenure system."
"It's breaking new ground," said
Zirhelt as he met with Bamfield and
Huutrepresentatives in Bamfield
last weekend.
Heath Krevesky presented the Minister
with a bag of massive Shake mush rooms that have been planted, and
growing exceedingly well in the new
community forest.
Planted on 4' pieces of Alder packed
with substrate trucked over from
Aldergrove, the mushrooms are already
providing revenue possibilities to local
harvesters.
Of the 27 Community Forest Propos.
als received by the Forests Ministry,
the Huu -ayah / Bamfield project was
out of the first four selected, with
another two added shortly after, and
according to Zirnhelt one more project
will be announced later this month.
Other Community Toren Projects mill
be located in the Bums Lake, Fat St.
t

.

---7P

2y

B.C. Forte 1111n hie, David lirnhelt and his wife (third and fourth
from left) meet w rtb Huu- ay -aht and Bamfield Community
members before touring their Community Forest Project.
Heath Krevesky of the /luau, -aft
natural Resources Department says the
project will provide the area with new
economic opportunities as it has long
been reliant on the fishing industry.

The next
NTC Regular
meeting is

Regular Meeting
on July 15, 16, 17
at Wameesh Center
in Tsaxana

gencranng sources.

The Planning Table accepted the

continued on page 20

Nuu- chah -nulth

Resources such as solal, mushrooms,
end berries will he harvested in the
second-growth forest. which is already
rich with such potential income -

Drafting Groups recommendations for
creation of an Enrolment Committee.
Our members of the T5C were directed
to negotiate the Enrolment document
with the other two governments.
The next Nuu- chah -nulth Treaty
Planning Meetings are scheduled for
July 26 to 27 at Tin Wis, followed by

HaShiithSa belongs to every Nuuchah -nulth person including
those who have passed on. and those who are not yet born.
A community newspaper cannot exist without community
involvement;
If you have any great pictures you've taken. stones or poems
you've written. or artwork you have done. please let us know
so we can include it in Your newspaper.
Also. it you have any thoughts or concerns about making your
newspaper better, let us know that too!

ti

hoses

By David 'minor
Southern Region Reporter

faut

27 session of Treaty
Planning would take place in Tone as
planned. The remaining three days will
take place at Shewish Hall in Pon

Feature Elder: Helen Dick

-
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By Kelly Foxcroft

7

that the July 26

Idt

DEADLINE

,

5

nulth Treaty Planners adopted
lengthy agenda and quickly got down
to business.
The first item of business was to
extend the July 26 -27 NCN Treaty
Planning Session by three days.

backlog

Printed at the
Alberni Valley Times

Editor -Manager, Southern

19

r°.444<4. a 44e44 ñae 414 4944
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Telephone: (250) 729 -5757
Fax: (250) 723 -0463
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session of Nuu -chahnulth Treaty Planning was held in Port
Alberni at the Somas, Hall. Nuu-chah-

The July

Page 3

Forest Minister tours
Huu- ay -aht / Bamfield Project

on settlement lands. The document
was eventually approved with two First
Nations voting against the motion.
There was also lengthy debate about
land holding with respect to settlement
lands. This is a complex issue about
who has title to settlement lands and
what it could mean

By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter

or personal disputes or issues that are critical of No o.chah. agile Ind.
urinals or groups.
All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely those of the writer
and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the Nuu- chatsnullh Tribal Councilor its member First Nations.

from

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$25.00 per year in Canada &
535.00 /year U.S.A. and foreign
countries. Payable to Nuuchah- nulthTribalCouncil.

Treaty Planners schedule more
meetings before August Break

-

July 15, 16, 17, 1999
at Tsaxana, Wameesh Centre
9:00 a.m. each day
For your information lunch
will be provided

krumtk'a
Advisory for Histories,
Governance, and Constitutions (forming governments).
contact Harry Lucas
724 -5807 or 724 -5809
or lueasoeodar.alberni.net
E.A.C.

Heath Krevesky of the Huu -ayaht natural Resources Department says the project will provide
the area with new economic
opportunities as it has long been
reliant on the fishing industry.

James, and Alkali Lake areas.
The term of the projects are for 5
years, after which the communities
may be eligible for long -term agreements of 25 to 99 years.
"At last month's Premiers Summit for
Economic Opportunities in the Caribou,

participants recommended more
community control in resource planning , building cooperative organizations
to ampere more effectively and more
opportunities for innovative lumber
harvesting and management," said
Z

The group plans to build interpretive
mils to attract hikers from the West
Coast Trail, and the Bonfield Marine
Station, School for Field Studies, and
Bamfield Community School plan to
use the community forest as a way of
educating local people and mantas
about forestry and environmental

hit

"The community forest pilots address
these
es. We are opt
optimistic
ink Ihe
unity forest agreement will prove
successful in the pilot program, paving
the may for more communities to take
more control over their local resources."

t3
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Liberia's Say Referendum On the Way
by

9Y//i'r euYf/1!r v

u

-
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B.C. Liberal Leader Gordon Campbell

Gordon Wilson, B.C.'s Minister
Aboriginal Affairs, says Gordon

says a province -wide referendum on

soon as his party is elected govern-

ment.

want to be seen as pan of the solution
of the problem and May would like
trances to reflect some of the fund..

L

"His Aboriginal Affairs Critic
Mike DeJong has said they will
shut down treaty negotiations,and
that is exactly w hat the Liberals will
do. They will shut it down," said

- a.

a

Wilson.
h

"To suggest boa going to hold a referendour without having a clear understanding
of what the question would be, but that
it's going lobe loosely worded around

Gordon Campbell

their opposition to the Nisgè a Treaty
has many wondering if change in
governing parties could mean a dismpin the nets negotiations process.
`'We have never said that we're not in
favor of treaties," said Campbell. "The
point is we want treaties, but we want
them to work for all British
Columbians, abodginal and non.
Abong nal alike."
a
But before Campbell sends his ae., -"
pointed negotiators to the treaty table,
he plans to hold a province -wide
referendum on the principles of treaty
making.
Campbell admits he is unsure how the
referendum question would be worded,
but suggested it would be something
like: "Should treaties embrace the
principles of equality ?'
"We don't think that [referendum] has
to happen province -wide for every
treaty, but we do think then has to be a
province -wide framework that all treaty
negotiations can take place in from the
perspective of British Columbians;" mid
Campbell. "We want to create some
stepping stones
we can
forward on and II believe that's vone of
the fundamental things that happen with
referendum."
a According to Campbell, a referendum
would allow all British Columbiana the
opportunity to become pert of the
item 'making process in Weir province:
an involvement he claims the N.D.P.
has done everything to avoid.
"If British Columbia is going to beat
the table, then British Columbia negate
tors have responsibility to represent
all the people of British Columbia
Aboeginalandeon- Aboriginalalike,"
said Campbell. "British Columbians as a
whole want to have oreductive,
positive and progressive treaty process.
I think everyone wants to resolve treaty
issues. I think that they twant to be
included in that resolution. I think they

.

li

The B.C. Liberals, with Gordon
Campbell at the helm, are poised
to rise from opposition to government, but their opposition to the
Nisga 'a Treaty has many wondering ifa change in governing
parties could mean a disruption in
the treaty negotiations process.

Campbell at the helm, are poised to rise
from opposition to government, but

of

Campbells' plan fora province-wide
referendum is insulting, unethical, and
will force First Nations to commit acts of
civil disobedience.

the treaty process is on the way; as

've government.
The B.C. Liberals. with Gordon

Delong has said they will shut down
treaty negotiations, and that is
exactly what the Liberals will do.
They will shut it down," said Wilson.
"What he's saying is, 'I'm in charge,
I'm in control, and I'm going to
continue on the kind ol patarnal ran
attitude towards First Nations that
existed in previous colonial times'.
absolutely outrageous:
Calling Campbell's accusations
against the Num.. Agreement
-ridiculous-. and "very ignorant-,

Southern Region Reporter

Southern Region Reponer

h.

Wilson Calls Referendum "Ridiculous"

By David Wiwchar

David Bosch,

This possible change in provincial
First Nation's governgovernment
aunts and Treaty Negotiators all across
the province worried. With the next
British Columbia elation less than 2.
years away, it's doubtful the governing
N.D.P. can mama from they recordlow poll position to Ions thirdr

-

peal values that they have had as

British Columbia. that they think help
define our province and our wino, I
think a province-wide referendum
brings them turn 1M proton"
Campbell vehemently denies being in
°one ,de to the Traissee Treaty,
saying his party objected teonly two

equality, presupposes that the status quo
provides some level of equity or equality
for First Nations which is ridiculous,"
said Mimst. Wilson.
"It is completely unethical fade leader
of the official opposition. who seeks lobe
mender. to suggest that after hundreds of
years of discrimination and isolation of
First Nation people from mainstream
Canadian swim. that somehow he's now
going to go out and consult with mesa.
ably non -Aboriginal people, as to whether
or not there ought to be some level of
equality brought into discussions with
First Nations. I think that is highly
offensive and highly unethical."
According to Wilson. the Liberal's plan
for a referendum is merely their first step
in shutting down., treaty process -

.

pans

of the overall

..

agreement.

According to Campbell the inability of
on- Natives living on Nina'. lands to
vole in Nisgè a elections is unconstituurinal. as is the third order of government he says the agreement estab-

lish..
"I think it's wrong

to take away

people's right to vote for government
that will affect their lives and regulate

their lives, and !Mink there's

effort
here to establish a breed -cow, third
order of government that' not con
an

Iemplaced in our
on, and
ndeed Mat is'cehat's héppémhg;

if

"I think to say that
Nitaé

t

nooks

aid'is

of inequalities

if you don't like the

a Treaty then

you're
ti against

to totally miss the

point"

he

said "I don't think the majority of
British Colombians are negative on

treaty negotiations at all, I think they
want than to move forward. But I

think it's pretty dear people want to
are part of this process than they

bleak picture of the
treaty process under a Liberal
regime, accusing Campbell of

Wilson paints

plotting to dissolve the B.C. Treaty
Commission, and pull provincial
negotiators away from their tables all
around the province.

"If ware
I

altogether.....
I

believe then Would be a referendum
for people to make sure they agree
with shat," said Campbell. "I don't
believe you solve one set of inequalities
by creating a new

Gordon Wilson

I

"A referendum would be an

absolute betrayal of trust, and my guess
is you'll have bad faith bargaining
charges laid against the governand you'll have massive
litigation, and when that frustration
boils over because the courts are
very slow and very expensive,
you'll have civil disobedience in
B,C.; and he doesn't even care

about that
be

"His Aboriginal Affairs Critic Mike

to =humane

as W

have

Campbell form government. then he
will divide First Nations from nonFirst Nations people in British
Columbia," said Wilson.
"A referendum would be ae absolute
betrayal of
and my guess is
you'll have bad faith bargaining
charges laid against the govemment,

.st,

and

you'll have massive litigation,

and when that frustration boils over
because the courts are very slow and
very expensive, you'll have civil

disobedience in B.C.; and he doesn't
even are
at. H s pushing a
very narrow, anemic right-wing

abouté

agenda that basically wants to keep

First Nations people on reserves."

have been in the past "

Campbell agrees with leaders from the
First Nations Summit in saying Federal

these treaties create some finality, and
she, d like to see some certainty come

and Provincial Government Negotiators

out

lack

reasons everyone wants treaties is
...use 's the right thing to do The

mandate at treaty negotiating
tables, adding he would like to see
more openness from the government's
a

negotiating teams
"How much is [the treaty process!
going to cost?" asked Campbell. 'That
would
nice to know. The govern
ment doesn't know the answer to that.
How is this going to work? That would

h

ben
to know. The government
doesn't know the answer to that. That
creates, think, a lot of concern with
people."
Campbell rejects the imposing of the
hinges Agreement on other B.C. First
1I

Nations, saying the deal is inherently
flawed and provides no long -term
benefits.
"There's no question that !British

Column anal want treaties, but they
would like to see quality for all British
Columbian.. they'd like to sec that

of them;"

he said `One

of the

nmterrn economic benefits of creating
certainly and finality around these issues
i

are

positive bah for Aboriginal and non.

Aboriginalpeoplealike"
Gordon Campbell says he and the
B.C. Liberals have always been in
favor of negotiated treaty settlements
in the province, and

will continue to

hold that position if and when they
are elected govemment. And after
referendum.

Nuu- chah -nulth

Scholarship
Celebration
Wednesday - July 21, 1999
7:00p.m.
Maht Mahs Gym, Port Alberni
Snacks and refreshments

will

be served,

Report Shows
Natives Wield Power
at the Polls
Glee Clark and his B.C. New Democrats we their elation victory to the
Firs Nations vote, according to a
moon released last week.
With more than 200,000 status and
non
us Natives ie B.C. (five percent
of the B.C. population) the power of
the First Nations vote is all- too-oaen
ignored by politicians seeking swat in
the federal mammal, provincial
legislature or city council chambers
The new report completed for the
pro,inciel government byLilleoetbased public-policy analyst Bernard
son Schulman, said that if it hadn't
been foe the Native vote, B.C. would
have elated a liberal minority govern
mem in the May 1996 election, instead
of returning the New Democrats to
pow
In the Skeet, riding, 74 percent of
First Nations people in the region cast
Men hallo, well above the overall B.C.
voter
rate of 71.5 percent.
In 10 tridings` First Nations people
make rip more than 10 percent of the
papdasion Alban, Bulkley Valley
Stikine, Cariboo North, Cariboo South,
North Coast, North Island, Prince
George- Omìneca, Skeea, Sunshine
Coast -Powell River, and Yale-Lil looet.
In four ridings- BUlkley Valley- Stikine,
Cariboo South, Skeene, and Yale.
Lilnnet- NDP candidates won with
margin of victory smaller than the
Native NDP vote.
The report said 92 percent of First
Nations voters placed their' a" beside
NDP cendidates in the May 1996
election. "These four ridings would;
have been lost WON Natives on

rive

reserves had simply stayed lumen if
they had voted for another party," von

Schulman wrote in his report.
That would have put the posa -1996
election standings at Liberal, 37; NDP,
35; Reform, two; and Progressive
Democratic Alliance.
As
was,
Native election boycotts in three
ridings- Cariboo South,
Boundary, and Prince George Omine
cost New Democrats their

t
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Jutere Gums
"We want work, Not
welfare" "Cultural Revival means
Survival ",., "Respect our
'tentage-. BC is Beautiful, Id
C
ry ...Indian Now, Indian
F
.. A Indian Voice in Gover.

matt Now',. TWO need 10,00 houses
Now"
The above slogans were carried
proudly as Indian from all across
Canada showed their concern and
support by walking from the Snnghees
Indian reserve to the Legislative

Victoria lune 25, to demon.
strate the need for government action.
1,000 Indians, young and old
in

armed over the grounds of the
Legislative Building hoping that the

tfdli.,hf Mlle. 9cIoy tan or, ,n
provincial, will work out solutions).
the eight major problems shown below
g

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

8.

Poor and inadequate housing.
Lack of positive action on the B.0
Indian Land Claims.
94 percent drop out rare in education.

High percent of Indian people in
prison.
High unemployment
Unfair Taxation by the Provincial
Government.
the lack of tow moon¡ hase
for Indian Reserves.
An end to.welfero oriented-0re-

Harold Cardinal, President of the
Alberta Association of Indians said that
'This demonstration is not a complaint.
It marks a beginning of a movement
demanding an end to injustice perpetuand on Indians for more Juan IOo

n

unusually quiet and rather small
.
crowd gave their support as the
preparation meeting look place at the
grounds of the Songhees Indian
Reserve.
An Manuel, who was the host for the
two demonstration days gale short
speech on the misunderstandings of the
various groups who are fighting for
different rights. He spoke of "coming
closer together and forming a national
understanding instead of provincial
understanding. This demonstration
might bring the different groups closer
together to talk of Moro. individual
problems. kerb lamb was natant out
through all the Indian co
f
,
anal
with
you
BC.
McNally
came we'
have the most overworked leaders in
the world;" he said "Our chiefs and
councilors have no staff, poor economic and health committees struggle
to bad. our communities, Sometimes
it is out fault that they fail. I know we
wish a larger number of people were
here today. II don't feel disheartened;
some may, but don't. A struggle for
change Ise difficult struggle. Don't let

Bung

Indian Reserve, with no piece
of paper to read from Dan George gave
a heart warming speech which made
young and old. stop and picture 100

Tutu

and
and cultural background. Not
future of luxury or beauty- p fume
of struggle. We malice this 94 percent
dap out ate is
lawn to ms.
"We lack damn. lawyers, median.
ivy, teachers and all kind. ot Mores.
s
a

'oral people

O hence
base a
hen
where do we go.
x need food... Where do we go?
Indian People always glee all their
Indian
sonnets to
Indians. That is what
happening
our communities. If we is
to

had professionals our communities

would beome rich.

"With these new words I leave you.
Read them, think about them, and
meson. them. You will never forget
them."
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`Talk particular!, it, young people so
they know they have very special
future mallned for them by their

I1

i

5

you can rest assured the Canadian
government is not going to give up
easily.

I

yeah"
The last speaker of the day was the
famed Chief Dan George, of the

1

years ago how beautiful Canada really
wt.. and just how close nature and the
Indians were A few tears dropped and
a few old memories stirred anew as he
spoke.
The firm day of the demonstration was

Emwenet /men original article by

Building

r

P

May

Page

this turn out to you down.
"Regarding the leaflet," An continued
"I feel number two is the most imps.
tant the lack of positive action on
B.C. Indian Land Claims' The elderly
people realize that en's been going on for
years (early 1000's). Today the Canadian government that will have to make
us
me clear together is the BE
Indian Land Question. The Canedin
Government has nodded their head. as
Ill) say that the Indian People have a
legitimate claim te the B.0 Indian land.
This brings up two important issues.
'The lames Bay Battle the courts
favored the Indian people. This frightgeed the lames Bay corporation had to
stop work for a few days and that cost
diem millions othe
"There is also the Nishga Case which
was thrown out of court on a tech.
MacMillan Blcedel and Imperial
Oil both invested interest in the Ind so
naturally they became frightened.
'TV discussions with Indian people
are limited. The government wants t o
move quickly end swiftly whilst the
Indian. are very loosely organized. We
realize this and are prepared to upset
the government's move. l believe it is
not underestimating the opposition, as

B.C. INDIANS DEMAND ACTION

T.

According to von Schulman, a
number of First Nations urged Their
members to boycott the election
arguing that since they have no treaty,
they are not Canadian citizens, so are
ineligible ro vote.
Quoted in The Georgia Straight von
Schulman said the Liberals cost
themselves the 1996 election by failing
to acknowledge the sung. and
importance of the First Nations vote,
"If they has bean more moderate and
had been able to Ming the Native votes
on board. I don't doubt that they aced
have won a whole series of northern
and rural ridings."

I. No. 7

-

1

0)

1

Ifs&

h.

ti

"The Canadian people will have to don hell old lot more for the Indian
people before I fly e flag in my yard," George Watts, chairman
West Coast District
mil of Indian Chiefs remarked concerning
Canada's "Fly the Flag Week ".

cl
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Calendar of Upcoming Meetings

I

YOUNG WARRIORS
F O U N D A T I O N

MEETING

DATE

N.T.C. Regular Skein,
NCN Manning
NCN Planning

July 15

TIME

PIACE

9 a.m.

Imam

July 26 - 27

Ynm.

'lin Wis

July

9 a.m.

Shuwiah Hover

211

-17
-

311

learn,rg
Land Scicctlon (Central)

August
NCN Planning

July 25-31/

9

am.

lin Olio

No Treaty Related Meetings are Planned
Semensber i -1

.9 a.rn. f;, Tam,

SCARED STRAIGHT WORKSHOP
powerful awakening for youth ages 11 and up, this
workshop covers alcohol, drugs, gangs, violence, prisons,
self esteem and healthy role model development
For a scared straight workshop In your community
Telephone 604-983.9813 or Fax 604- 983 -9013
a

of

wrenmtulYrI

mmp=ralAmcgsufaneg5=idnc

,
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ITQ Licensing Implication and Alternative Management Models for B.C. fisheries
Prepared by the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal
Council for presentation to the

licensing system and it

Parlimentary Standing Committee on

small, low impact fishermen that end
up experiencing the brunt of these
consequences We believe if more
fisheries are made into ITQ, it will be
disastrous to fishermen and our coastal

Fisheries and Oceans
Presented by tarry Baird

-Chef

Councilor Delude Fiat Nations
Resource policies in Canada have

a

history of being developed for the
benefit of corporations first and
communities and resource as n after
thought This is no more evident than
with the policies adopted by the Nos
ernment of Canada (DFO) to regulate
and manage its fisheries. Canadian
fisheries policies have consistently
benefited corporate interests to the
detriment of
communities and the
resource. Them
rams examples of
these kinds of policies are the "Mifflin
Plan' and DFO's move toward Individual Vessel Quotas (I V Q) or Individual Transferable Quotes (ITQ)
licensing systems.

All sectors agree changes to
fisheries management practices
are necessary if truly ecological
and socioeconomicallysustainable
fisheries are to be developed.
But, we disagree on how to
achieve these changes.
Most of BC fisheries resources are in
serious decline. At the same time, them
depleted stocks are being subject to
increasing fishing pressures. The past
and present management regimes
employed by DFO have failed to
develop fisheries that provide long term
sustainable harvests and employment
for almost all our fisheries rewmcn
(i.e. salmon, herring, abalone, clams,
lingcod ate) and have left as with:
unacceptably high management costs to
the government and fisheries; systemic
and chronic unemployment for fisheries
workers; and marginal Motion of the
people and the coastal communities
who traditionally used the fisheries
resources for their s«wennomr well
being.
All sectors agree changes to fisheries
management practices are necessary if
ecological and socioeconomically
stainable fisheries are to be developed. But, we disagree on how to
achieve these changes
In trying to address these management
and economic problems, policy makers
in UFO hate adopted

Individual Vessel
Quotas (IVQ's) or Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQ's) licensing system as
the solution to B.C. fisheries ills. Some
economic theorists and fisheries
managers arc championing ITQ fisheries management models as the only
realistic way to restructure commercial
fisheries to provide long term sustain.
able harvests and return fisheries to'n
economic viability. Although ITQ's do
have benefits for fisheries management,
there are serious consequences to this

is

then

Y9Y{Ir

t

communal,

ITQ licensing benefits the
government fisheries managers
but adversely impacts fishing
First Nations, coastal communities and smaller owner- operator
fishermen.

control that destroyed the great Atlantic
cod stocks.

Upon r vision for commercial
fisheries in B.C. is for maximizing
local benefits from local rees, fair and equitable sharing of fisheries resources to
provide maximum employ mens
and stability to coastal communities, then the ITQ licensing
system must be rejected.

The implications of ITQ's to First
Nations are even greater. If an ITS
g
thy fishing..
fishery is pan ofa future treaty
Presently DFO has implemented ITO
companies and reduced employment
dement. men the cost of buying that
management systems for several
Omer vessels require fewer skippers
pan of the TAC in an ITO fishery is
fisheries already (i.e. halibut, ground
and deckhands). Management policies
going to be much mitre expensive for
fish trawl, geoduck, sea urchins ands
are
re developed that benefit the license
both First Nations and government.
sea
umbers) and are proposing fast
holden and not what is necessarily
Before we declare ITQ's a successful
racking ITQ's for many other fisher.
beneficial to the resource.
fisheries management system, people
i
A prime example of this is the geoduck
Line).
PO toundlie, 'look
must ask themselves what kind of
The result has been the creation of a.
fishery in B.C. This fishery went ITO
fisheries they envision for the future. If
few very wealthy license holders who
resulting in 54 licenses which are
Me vision of fisheries is one of
have a tremendous influence on the
controlled by about 40 license holders.
privatization and more control of
policies governing their fiery. Before
The value of these licenses are so high
fisheries resources residing in fewer
people «dorm this licensing system as
that local pimple ban no longer maxi.
hands, then ITQ's succeed. If the goal
a solution to the problems facing
pate in a
dal our own back
is to provide
B,C.'s commercial fisheries, the
yard.
companies
«paniwith exclusive, rights of
harvest to what is a common resource,
then ITQ's succeed. If the objective is
to maximize profits and minimize the
benefits to the public from These profits
and marginalize natal communities,
Men ITQ's succeed. If your visions for
the best use of commercial fisheries in
L
Le
British Columbia are for corporate
I
>f }
profits, then ITQ's succeed. If this is
your vision of fisheries, then the fastest
0- /ll 001
way to achieve discs to proceed with
,the
sa
rmidouesfamtm,maf..B.C.'s
H;t1
(
comercial fisheries to 210 Iiensitrg.
It is ironic, that in the logo's, DFO
spent millions on a campaign to
promote fisheries as "Our Resource".
Now
mange later they am championWe who live in the communities Wholes Torino, Ahousaht, Gold River
ing
a
management system that should
and Pon Alberni already know far too well the consequences of assigning
he entitled '?4th Our Resource".
private property rights to a few individuals or corporations.
Conversely, if your vision forcomconsequences of ITQ's and alternative
We who live on the West Coast do not
ercial fisheries in B.C. is for mouses.
management st
strategies should be
want to be tenants. Invariably the
ing local benefits from local resources,
investigated.
"lords" would exert Influence to direct
fair and equitable sharing of fisheries
to
DFO likes ITQ's because they
management
resources to provide maximum emvestmentneedsandmnir
simplify fisheries management_ the
h
and not
ployment and stability to coastal
reduction in fishing vessels and the
the proper stewardship of the resource;
communities, then the ITQ licensing
loss of the competitive component of
a good example of this is, the northern
system must be rejected. If you reject
the fishery creates a slower fishery.
cod fishery on the East Coast Allowing
ITQ's, then what should replace
reel
them
The slower fishery and fewer vessels
a few corporations or wealthy people
to 'more a bates and more equitable
make it easier to control and regulate
to have control over managing fishery
system of fisheries management? We
fishing effon and reduces staff
resources leads to policies that maxi.
believe the answer lies in regional
necessary to oversee the fishery. The
nine corporate profit usually at the
mmagement boards.
reduction
span, also nun, it
expense of people and resources. So,
Regional management boards emeasier for the government agencies to
with the experience of the east coast
power communities to manage the
canine consensu to previously
cod fishery fresh in their minds, senior
fisheri
for the benefit of
divisive and controversial management
DFO bureaucrats, large vessel owns
the community and the resource. not
decisions or policy changes such as
and license holding processing comps for the corporate profit alone. The
making the license holders pay for pan
nies successfully fast tracked the west
stated management goals of DFO can
r all the catch monitoring and stock
oast groundfish fishery into an ITQ
he achieved with, community manage o
assessment
requirements ofa fishery.
'sensing system. This system is tailor Continued to nest page...
ITQ licensing benefits the government
made for corporate control, the same
fisheries managers but adversely

this
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Uchucklesaht revive extinct Chinook stocks
By David Wiwchor

Continued from previous page.

aunt model without pro eti rotor
Reductions In
to the t government
w e achieved by making the management
board responsible for many of the day day management requirements. These
would include but are not limited to catch
monitoring and sampling, licensing and
quota development (in direct consultation
with DFO) and consultation with stakeholders and First Nations. Sustainable
long term harvests, meaningful employment and healthy communities would
come about because the benefits of the
local resources would be controlled by
the local communities. The communities
have sided interest maintaining local
employment end investment in their
regions. All ibn achieved without
privatizing our resource for the benefit of
a few
In closing, we who live In the

enhancement, funding local projects
mostly on their own.
The once plentiful Henderson chinook
m famous fur its huge 70 lb. Springs,
as declared entrap In 1908 with the
last known chinook spawning occur-

Southern Region Reporter
With the simple dropping of
into the cold waters of Henderson

m,

'

Lake, the Uchucklesaht First Nation

proved their eunmrtmern to local
salmon stocks by releasing more
than 92,000 chinook fry into the
Henderson Lake system.
Despite the
Uchucklesaht is one
of the smallest First Nations in the
province,
have
died fiouc
dollar hero
salmon enhancement, replacing the
abandoned DFO Sockeye Hatchery
with their own hatchery
head
of Henderson lake, studying run-

ring back in 1004.
The chinook fry released into
Henderson Lake on this momentous
day came from Tla -n -qui -ant stocks '«
Kennedy Lake where 120,000 eggs
were collected for the Uchucklesaht

f

prof.
The eggs were initially incubated at the
Hatchery, Flown to the
Henderson Lake Hatchery for hatching
and initial rearing, and men the reopen
filled with the well -traveled Chinook fry
was owed to the head of the
Henderson River where they spent

Too.

ate

month Imprinting before their release.
"If we rebuild this stock, the Alberni
Inlet will really haves good industrial
and span fishery," said Henderson
lake Hatchery Manager Bruce
Hepburn. "As we're seen on the
Adams and Fraser River runs, it is
possibleto rehabditaie Pons" ,0:1
is Pan of the
for the S50,000
chinook project came from the Habitat
Enhancement Brunch of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO),
which according to Hepburn was no

ties Ucluelet Told,. Ahousay, Gold
River and Pon Alberni already know far
too well the consequences of assigning

private progeny rights to a few individuals or corporations. The people in our
communities are now repeating the
benefits of the large -sale privatization of
formerly public resources. I am referring
to the Tree Farm License system or
TFL's; the forest industry's equivalent of
CFOs. The granting of This was
suppose to facilitate longterm sustainable
harvests and socioeconomic well being
for the forest workers and their communities. Has this happened? Do the
holden of the TFL's have any responsibilly to the communities and the forest
workers? The answer, is o. We who
live in these communities revery
familiar with the devastating results of
the type of resource management system
that some senior DFO
.rats are

hennie¡, early ensioessf.r Colon

,ds

nowt.

.a
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Jane Conte,, prepares to release
Chinook into Henderson Lake.
ment to the hatchery and salmon.
e h nceme
While the Uchucklesaht reserves near
Kildunan the head oft ichucklesaht
Inlet have gone without many infra-

a

o

Brace Hepburn, Henderson
Lake Hatchery Manager

timings throughout the watershed,
and now coming to the rescue ofa
chinook population declared extinct.
"The raising and releasing of the
chink fry means we're not going
to allow the extinoinn of that species
which is really valuable to our
people. said .'Mock esaht Chief
GFc

e

structure and housing improvements
over the past few years. the Nation
continues to be committed to salmon

deck

o0a

Continued to pageR

Youth Options BC Helps Students
Gain Work Experience

'iliOBy-

con:iheirsupoon andremit-f
-

Share your talents

Aft41
/4-

1'_

lc fJll

with your elders

?

e`
s

IV

I

Degruchy, Norton & Co.,
Certified General Accountants
44J5Gerlrude5nen.,
Pm. Amon. B.C.

impacts fishing First Nations, coastal
communities and smaller owner operator fishermen. The transferability
of the licenses greatly increases the
value ofa license and excludes all but
wealthy new entrants into a fishery_
The value of these licenses have
so high after the implementation of
!ISM, to make them out of reach for
the those unlucky enough not to have
owned. license initially. Only those
with access to capita can afford to but
an ITQ license if it comes available and
this an or may lead to a concentration
of licenses among larger companies.
The result may be too much control of

and

*mile coastal communities and the

Dan Legg, C.G.A.
Jay R. Norton, F.C.G.A.

_

a

-

Bus: (250i 7240185
Fax: (250)724-1774

o

"After Hours Outreach Crisis
Intervention Services"
8:00 pm to 2:00 am - 7 days a week

720 -6140

"What is the After Hours Outreach Crisis Intervention Services?.

This

is a

program to increase and provide Support, Counselling, Mediation.
and Crisis Inlervcntke plan After Hours Basis.

Office 723-8281 ( 8:30am to 4:30pm)Fax: 723 -1877
3555 - 4th Ave., Port Alberni B.C. V9Y 4113

Volunteers
Required for

the following-

tasks:

*Give demonstrations

And /or teach basket

L

weaving, carving,

b.lia NichoLson- Nave(Crisis Line Executive Director) on the left and
Camosun College student Nicole Cyr on the right, holding one of the

painting, etc,
*We also need cultural

entertainment

Crisis Line posters and spur ring their Crisis Line T- shirts.
Student Summer Works is one of
"Nicole will represent the Crisis Line
twelve programs offered ate part of
on various committees and advisory
the Youth Options BC lnoissive. The

groups,," said Crisis Line Executive
Director, Elio Nicholson Nec. when

purpose of the program ism provide
wage subsidy to employers who create
a summer employment opportunity for

a brief job description of
Nicole sresponsibilities. "Working as

asked for

eligible student.
Nicole Cyr is a shining example of this
program in action! Nicole is a Criminal

pan of

an

Contact: Dena

Tel: 724-5655

commemorate volunteer
week. We would like to say
thanks to our past &
present volunteers.
To

Tun ..yen

a

Justice student at Camosun College in
Victoria. Her work term with the Kuuus Crisis Line Society in Pon Alberni is
providing valuable, education and
career-related experience to add to her
growing list of credentials.
5,0015 s position as a Community
Limon Worker at Kuu -us involves
participation in fundraising, promoting
Crisis Line Services, and helping to
build nitr partnerships within the

team is how our agency
operates, but Nicole will definitely
develop self -motivation, managerial and
time
t skills with the many
g
deadlines thatoe involved."

-

If

tomtit.,

would like
for the
Line
on
assist
with
fundraising;
Crisis
please phone: 1. 250 -723 -2323
For more information about Student
Summer Works and other employment

programs for youth. call our toll -free
Youth OprionsBC line'. 1- 877 -13CYOUTH or Browse our veebsite at
000 youth.bc ca.gov.

community.

i
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Healing Proles continued from
page I

Hz- Shilth -Sn, July 15, 1999

successful because it involved she
ominous and thoughts of many Iruuchah -nulth people, from the oldest to
the youngest, thou who went to
residential school as wellI as the
nildren and grandchildren who do not
know what their elders experienced.
Other British Columbia projects
receiving funding include: BC First
Nations AIDS Society (Vancouver),
S230,300; Chawathil First Nations
Plane). $122,500: Gillman &
Wr'snweien Residential School
Committee (1ae0m ).1471.200;
Lower eol ameen Indian Band
IKcremeos), $220,800; Namgls First
Nation (Alert Bay), $63,900; Prince
George Native Friendship Society,
5215,100; Somali. Nation,
$ 450,300; Sulsilalelum Healing Centre
Society (Vancouver), 5198,300; TsleilWauttuh Nation (North Vancouver),
S283,900.

approximately 1210,000. More than
1000 proposals were received by the

board allay their first call for submisaims. The deadline for the next sal of

funding proposals has yet to be anunced.Al Gabriel of the Aboriginal
Healing Foundation said the call for the
second round of proposals will probably be announced this fall; with the
deadline being sometime in the Spring

of2000.
"Our mission is to encourage and
support Aboriginal people in building
and reinforcing sustainable healing
penes.," said Aboriginal Healing

Fund Chairman Georges Erasmus.
"The projects being funded offer hope
and support in communities struggling
to bind the wounds arising from the
trauma suffered in Residential Schools.
The cycle of abuse and dysfunction
within families will begin to be broken"
In January, 1998, the Federal Government
that a WO Million
Nearing Fend would be established to
support
4cod tun nemqu.
both
initiatives for
on- and off--ratan
First Nations people who have been
effected by the legacy of physical and
sexual abuse that occurred in the
"Dory remove people` oat their
residential schools. The Aboriginal
homes, their families, heir surroundHealing Foundation has four years to
ings ._. We hove woman ourselves, our
spend or commit the money.
knowledge, our gifts, 00010 bolo ... Wa
The N.T.C. Healing Project ha, started
don't have to get away. Deal with ran
the bonne piers for ten
men
fondly ferst... Use extended!
bers, end expects to be operational by
Use our own places within our own
September, 1999. Two staff members
" -Millie Smith.
will wok in each of the three Nuua 'There needs o be a lot of work done
chah-nut h Territories (Northern,
in our community on residential
Central, and Southern), as well as two
wheat,. ll affects every aspect of our
urban workers, a project manager, and
liver. We need to get
insteadf
an administrative assistant. The urban
holding on to
-Agnes
es Oscar
outreach workers w travel to
"t
'.Some people may need real probes.
Vencouv. Victoria, Seattle and other
onalhelp. (We woken artstng rat
cities to provide information and
out of belittling as children. I don't
assistance to Nuuchah -nulth people
want to lose it (temper. Idon't want
living away from hone.

Nuu -chah -nulth
people add their
voices to Healing
Project Proposal

...wind

nn

tali

It"

lltr

Specially-trained counsellors will
organise the formation of groups of
people affected by Residential Schools.
These groups will operate according to
their needs, whether that be learning
more about Residential Schools, family
healing, generational issues, lateral
violence, or learning
lnlareng skills whelp in
recovery.
will also be held
throughout Nuu-ehah-nulth Territory.
Some funding is also available for
people living away from home to travel
io healing activities in the,Nuu-chehnullh area; as well as an offender
treatment group.
According to Read, the Nuu -chahnulth Healing Project proposal was

n

'

either.' -Archie Little.
"Creation of self esl
and pride in
one rAew that has
be rooted in who
0.o

barer me

we are

as people.

That a very much
lied to our culture. and our host, ''

Cla Arlo,
"Reside
identity.
reams
musing
using i

tial school took away our

Everything is still out there,
vers, forests. The only thing
us."" -la
u
lack
unRwge and culture are older
utmost importance., ., Until we reclaim
inn was taken tae will have feeltngs
uincom l
ess ... Start with
ourselves and our
families.. ieres erep
chi/ren...broMr..sis ters. -Millie
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NOW OPEN

LSC Thunder

LSC Thunder will
be in the Canadian
-Tr D &M
Mens Fastpitch
Pi Championships in
Clean
Kelowna. Wishing
Summer's coming soon
all the competitors
"We'll Do Your Dirty Work!'" in this years TluAutomobile Cleaning & Renewal
Piich Games
washing waxing polishing
Good
up horelery Cleaning fabric protecting
Luck,
undercoating

Auto

;

Cars Trucks

RV's Boats

Deb S Mike Foxcroh

720-2211

7420

P.M

n....

42lffflHfdxfJDd

all

Jet

Continued from page

get that mountain that
is DFO to move." he said.
this was
the Lniled States (here would be

"If

millions of dollars available to rescue an
endangered species of salmon But in
Canada, when a tun is declared extinct
all you get from government is a shrug

well-

According to Hepburn, local Comm,
cial Fishing groups have been supporte of the project, but Recreational
Sprntsrshing organizations have been
noticeably silent
"The band can't afford to do this, yet
they continue to do this for hope in the
future,"said Hepburn, admitting it may
be many years before the Uchucklemht
Nation is allowed to harvest any of the
chino, tun they created, despite the
fact that other fishing groups will
'

TIu -piich Games
Welcome to the g'" annual TIu -pi ich
Games! The Nuuchah -nulth Tribal
Council extends a warm welcome to
the guests joining our traditional familyoriented event. During the next few
days members of the Nuuchah -nulth
communities will renew the ties of
family and
ndship ,Contrary too
tumor. THERE l5
OFFICIAL
CURFEW. lye areh w c, prom..
ing drug free, violence efree event.
Volunteers of all ages and abilities are
needed to perform wide caddy of
tasks throughout the Games. This
could be your chance to win a 52" TV,

two

I

tickets to the

VIP

Muslin

Kleco!

(lead

1999 Tlu -piich Games Schecule

July 27-29
July 27
July 28
July 29
July 30
July 30 -AUg,2
July 30 -Aug.2
July 3l -AUg2

Youth Retreat
Shewish Home of Learning
Youth Retreat
Shewish Hose of Learning
Youth Role Model
Shewish Hove of Learning
Event & Princess Pageant
Opening Ceremonies
Rob Daily Stadium
Track and Field
Rob Daily Stadium
Adult Volleyball
ADSS
Adult 3 on 3 Basketball ADSS
Junior Softball
Echo Minor Fields
Night
Mare blahs Gym
Cultural
Junior 3 on 3 Basketball ADSS
Youth Dance
Italian Canadian Hall
Swimming

Echo Pool
Men's Fast-pitch
Echo Minor Fields
Balihookey(men's/women's) Arena
Kids Ball hockey
Maht mahs, Glenwood, Alberni,
'

Wood

August

Ray Watkins Elementary School in Gold

River owed week of First Nations
Cultural Awareness. The Gold River
Senior Secondary School also participated from May 1- 7 1999. Marilyn
Brown and Marge Amos were kept busy
and did make it a successful week for
the students, teachers and community
embers. The work they arc doing on
behalf of the Mowachaht /MooSablaht
First Nations is exemplary. The workers
encourage more parental and
MowachaSVMuchahlaht community

t Nome

cremnoue,

Echo Minor Fields

Ball Hockey
Every Sunday- I pm
Every Tuesday - 3:30 pm
Every Thursday - 3:30 pm
Rec Park Lacrosse Box
Contacts: Tim George/ Wayne Dick
Pon Alberni Friendship Cenwe

Open To Everyone

I

Ages 8yrs to Adult
' No fees! Open Invitation to 'teams" &"individuals"
-

Come on out and play Hockey!

L

11.

at

support

r'

The ancestral teachings are
echoed through Kelly John from
time to time. Both Kelly and
Mary John are an asset as
resource people in the Gold
River schooling system.

Francine Savey
Theresa Lavoie
Geneva tones
William Paul

lA

al

-

brings an opportunity to
an
language, song. drums.
ic, timing,
tempo, concentration. seriousness,
hand dexterity and studying your
opponent This is also fun game for
our people. lahal is a good cultural
caching and laming aid.
( Daniel lack presented the oral an of
story telling Much like Aesop's fables,
serendipity and slmuc Bones. there is
lesson woven
the fabric of the
story 'sing loll.
men of
listening, remembering focused
attention and repeating important
information Is all pan of story telling.
Daisy Scowl Smith presented the
languagel000Ia.le is using to bring
success to students, staff and comma
lily members alike in Campbell River.
The sharing of a language program
information ing structured teaming
environment was observed by the
-

For further information; please do not
to call
Blair Thompson or Eileen Haggard at 724-5757.

.

~

Any young child can tell you that the
bast pert OPa0Oaobaol dap b pooh.
Why? Because they get to play outside
on the playground. However, at
haahuupayuk for the lass school year
the children have had to play on the old
playground equipment Well
the work of some community members
the children can play on a new playground complete with swings, slides,
limbing bars. bridges, and poles.
The haahuupayuk School would like to
thank the following people Art Paula Permanent Poole. l'seshaht First Nation
- for lumber and gavel, Than Con on foe machine,. Joe Mesh Bob.
Sault,
a
and Llyod Watts for labour,
"Booby Rupert for machinery, and
Ministry of Children and Families for
donating money through the preschool.
Bobby Aston of Aston Villa Contra,
tion built the playground with Marvin
Joseph and Ken Sam as labourers.
Opetchesaht Labour crew consisted of
Randy Hamilton, Gordie Porter, Bill
Miller and Cam Tatoosh.
haahuupayuk School invites all community members to use the new
playground. They also encourage users
to be respectful, careful and to have an
¡dint supervisor when young children
are playing. The project was completed
m the end of May and is now ready for

nuns.

,
1
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Nuu -chah- nulth Scholarships
Once again, the Nuu- chah- nulthTribal council will be offering
Scholarships to Nuu chah- nulthsmdents in Grades one -twelve in
recognition of their excellent academic achievement and overall
participation in school activities. At least two scholarships will be
awarded per grade. Scholarshipapplication can be obtain from the
Nuuchah- nulthTribal Council office at 5000 mission Rd, Port
Alberti, 724 -5757.
For successful applicants a N.T.C. Scholarship celebration will
take place on Wednesday July 21,99 at the Maht ?Nabs gym, Port
Alberni.
The deadline for applications is noon July 9, 1999 Applications
must be submitted complete or they will bgaeoç1 d
lsvbF

TM

Pictured here
students of haahuupayuk School Are Marvin Joseph,
(Media (0orter.Rand, IUmMon, Bob Shalt, Darren Olsoa,aad Ltyod 'I
Watts who all helped in the development of the new playground.

170.

Angie Inman
lack lohson
Wilson logs
Dwight Amos
Francis Little

n

V

.o

Na,'

rom eleven different classrooms
participated in beadwork, cedar bark
weaving, Nuu-chah'rollh language,
traditional recipes and food. Tunnel
history, cultural singing and dancing.
The success for cultural awareness
activities can be attributed to the help
from Kelly and Mar, John. Margarita
James, Laura Dick, Marilyn Brown,
lama Johnson let., Bill Williams, lake
Johnson, Dorothy George, Shirley
Michael., Brenda Johnson, Annie Michael
and Nan Violet Johnson. The activities
were from 1000300 p.m
Student Volunteers
lamella Johnson
Shane Cheidansen
Justin Dick
ImeldaMaquirm a

r

l

from the content she presented to the
students. Artists end their work was
the primary focus of the class discus Violet Johnson demonsums
strates dancing ...students. 1...nuaa Bruce Mark and Brenda Johnson' 1"
discussed and had the students
involvement..
participate in tmditional bone gameMarilyn Brown provided various
better known as lahal. This of course
from'es for the students. Students

f..

.

-

blocks and students seemed lo be
interested in the planned schedule,

difficulties did not deter Margarita

,,,.

:

year and the new

millenium may see e special program
developed for the cultural awareness
week. Keep up the good work staff
and students. This is an opportunity
for parental involvement. Marge Amos
also had a week of cultural activity

f

the

t'4r

New Playground For haahuupaÿuk School

Marilyn Brown hopes to have more

The week program was opened by
prayer and Kelly John explained the
cultural leaching of prayer and its
importance to our people Kelly John is
quickly taking on the role of "Elder' in
the community. The ancestral teachlogs are echoed through Kelly John
from time to lime. Both Kelly and
John au an asset m resource
people in the Gold River schooling
system.
The slide presentation of Yuquot
history by Margarita James kept the
student entertained A
technical

Update

next
ex Candles home game (looms or
the Sandman Inn included), or one of
M daily prizes. Sample duties
includes grounds crew, security, first
aid attendants, score keepers and
timers. For volunteer forms please
contact EunKSJol á((he Nuuehahnulth Tribal Council (724- 5757),0, .,
Finally we would liken thank all our
sponsors, volunteers, participants and
spectators for making this event
possible. We hope you have a safe
and happy experience.

f'

2211

By Louise Anms
Northern Region Reporter

forward with mecca, enhancement
monies, the hatchery would have to
remain until the band could scrape
together enough funds for another
.bon -tornm nunery opening.
"We're doing DFO's job, and it's time
they started to take some responsibility
for salmon runs outside of the major
rivers like the Fraser, Thompson and
Somass," sold Cones. It's sad, but we
have to keep doing DFO's job hoping
that theyll eventually come on bard,
and were certainly not going to give
up on our salmon. "

r a/R/IM1b Min_

July 25

First Nations Cultural Awareness Week

As the chinook fry salmon swam from
the net, Hatchery Manager Bruce
Hepburn let out the had news; the
hatchery was closing at the end of the
week because of a lack of funding.
Unless DFO was willing to come

"wrtfi

July23
July 23-26
July

I

Education

"Our people are being alienated from
our salmon, yet we continue to put all
this money into
said
Cotes. "But the reason were doing
this is because we refuse to allow a
local species of fish to die. And even
though we would love lobe able to
harvest some of these fish, that is
secondary to the rebuilding of our

"It was hard to

July 25-27
July 9-11
July 17
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benerfnnmediuely.

7

easy feat

and an 'Oh

-

-

Johnson assists Derek
' Budge. with a piece of cedar
bark weaving.

students and three people from the

Tanana staff The sharing of Inform..
tion amongst different First Nations is
just like his! nal sharing of our

=moors
Patrick lames talked about traditional
fishing and moan ing mob., used by
the people. One class participated in
this block.
Kelly John and Louie Johnson explained the importance oflraa moat
songs. The history, consent and who

all to enjoy.
Our goal was to develop a playground
area to encourage children to engage In
and arcane play.
Intdoping so, a playground develops e
child's intellect, physical growth, and
social capabilities which means ohmger, healthier and happier nuudan'ut
children. We think this goal has been
achieved. Kleco Kleco!
l

.e{ fr

S

the song belongs to is again pant¡ the
oral traditional teachings. Generation
after Generation will know of our huts
chah -nulth songs. A display of Native
art work in the lobby included:
Beading - Barbara Amos

Carving - Sanford Williams
Artist -Rudy Williams
Artist - Rose Thomas
Shawls -Marge Amos
Upon invitation by Marge Amos, the
Native Education Worker asked Louie
Johnson, Bon Mark and Billy Howard
to conclude the activity with a song.
Marge Is satisfied with the success of
the cultural awareness week. She
s
tends Mind to the students who
were respectful, the teachers lob011 ere
patient and to the principal. who made it JA
possible.

Marilyn Brown and Marge Amos
worked hard for the children, commis.
Illy and Nuu club nullh Tribal CoonAL H big thank you to Marilyn and
Marge for the invitation to moor,. in
he activities.

L

1

tat
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Nuu- chah -nulth
Thank you to Nuu -shah -nulth
Education / Athletic Society
(NEAS) for sponsoring us to go to
Me `HOOP IT UP" 3 on 3 basketball tournament That was held in

Vancouver June

-

12

Game 42

- Saturday, June

tough game, Biome was very
aggressive, tempers were rising.
SEAS maintained their cool and
collected up the points. Team work
was and communication were at its
highest peak during this game. The
Team Biome was from Vancouver.
Game B3 Saturday June Ilia.
1999 -5:30 PM
Score 16 for NEAS Blazers - Score
13 for Players Club
Peter Amos, Rod Amos, Vance
Sieber start this game. This was a
very tough game, all the SEAS
players played hard and aggressive
and smart.
Came a4 Sunday, June 124, 1999
12:00 Noon
Score 16 for NEAS Blazers - Score
I4 for Bus Drivers
Vance Sieber, Blair Bulwer. Rod

NEAS Blazers really appreciate the
entrance fee, and a contribution
towards our navel. We all had an

opportunity to play basketball over
good
the weekend and to watch very
only
full
ball players. NEAS was the
aboriginal team M their age group.
Thousands of people attended this
event to etch various age groups
for both male and female. There was
total of 20 teams in our division.
Game nl - Saturday June Its.
1999 at 11:00 AM Hoop it .p
begins,
Score 16 for NEAS Blazers - Score
10 for Tagebuds
Blair Bulwer, Rod Amos, Vance
Sieber starts the game, Peter subs in
his game. Tastebud boys came from

This was a really challenging and
tough game for SEAS, it was really
intense right from the beginning to
the end. Officials were tight for both
sides. The Birdman boys were good
and they were from Victoria.

Chilliwack.
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Class members who do not oppose the proposed
settlement need not appear at the hearing or take
any alter anon to indicate their desire to participate
in he settlement. At each hearing, the court will
consider objections to the proposed settlement by
class members, but only if these objections are
filed in written form on or before July so, twin.
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over homing and no hunting also creates
a yo yo ens on the environment.
Perhaps it is necessary to maintain a
balance. Control, sensitivity and an
countability as cos inhabitants with the
animals and nature is vital to sustaining
I traveled to the Makah reservation to
interview some of the members of the
tribe, including the main harpooner. It is
a warm commonly, and it was than that
all the questions !have asked were

wa

d

l. dg9g tense
1m
h
community con0991ws9 ilnd4ld'
coming the whale and the loss of his life
The harpooners prayed to the whale for
one year to give up its life. The whale
that was hunted was resident whale,
making all the more difficult for the
community to hunt. Mom media have
been responsible for portraying our
maple as the ones win no feelings or
answered. Try ¡e

Too Guidcljncs
Be warm, loving, and responsive
Respond to the child's cues and clues
Talk, Read, and sing to your child

lanhiere
-

1.

uugkonca

British Columbia
Transfusion Action
to Camp

Establish Routines and rituals
Encourage safe exploration and play
Make TV watching selective
Use discipline as an opportunity to teach
Recognize that each chid is unique

Teelephone(sas) 236 -7797

e

I: hcpe(Oc mpchurch.com
or Bruce Lamer

boy steak

Telephone: pan) 44-6699

o

heir cohere. This capacity ofdenyinga
community traditions important to them
is an action that make First People feel
less powerful, and less of a participant
in today's society. This act makes a
y feel oppmsed and the
oppression
the self-esteem of
every Man. A grater loss of identity
would come exist. .0tit Ample have m
suffered from colonization and unspeakable acts. And then community by
community, person by person. what
was once lost is being reclaimed lust
the ability to be able io gather and
exercueour legal rights is what will

Telephone (377) 313- Init'(4372)
"mail: hpt(ggigmm+nr coin
Hemophiliac Action
Ronnie A. Tough
2k
(non)
c el,Telephone)
honsighod gsontoug h.onca

1--

Phone: 723 -1993
Fax: 723-1994

JANVnuy I.

41'

& Solicitors

5233 Hector Road
P.O. Box 1178, Port Alberni
B.C. V9Y 7MI
iIRPvTerla

2x,

Barristers

J

Personal injury litigation, including motor
vehicle accident injury claims

W.l I.

s(
sCI

make the Aboriginalcommunity feel
inclusive in the processor bring pan of
better country. Something that was lost
had been regained. That is a reason to
celebrate. This act of whaling is about
practicing legal and traditional right
because of prior occupation.

interviewed the men who trained and
smirked. become a member of this
m. They were spiritually,physi®Ily,
and emotionally connected to this act.A
few in the community did disagree, but
most did not. The Makah have few rights
left from the treaty of 1884. Their lack of
land and rights pushed them to practice
padsta man enema to reclaim then
pride and esteem in the face of hand,
racism which has force society to
challenge the
Indian. It is hard
for them to yudge out people when we are
stereotyped and item non -native people
omen-cm stereotypical ideas of Ides.
This act helped abolish the tofu-eaimg
stereotype that we men the
I

Hollis..

granted. Perhaps we are further ahead in .h
some ways, we broke another stereotype
which ìs a step closer to

son,

realizing m lake only was
need. W
don't over hunt, over forest, because a
dlnerenl spilt drive us.
Tamara Belli from the Heide
Nation.

A.

j177 ,pwI
wit airy Nuu- chah -nulth
members would like
to receive the

World Council
of Whalers
newsletters,
write to

off..

w.c.w.
P.O. Box 291

Brentwood Bay, B.C.
1/811 1113
or e -mail:

wcw@island.net

Braker& Company
Banisters and Solicitors
We are pleased to announce that

James (Jamie) Fadfard

)

BRAKER &C0.

a

For decades the Makah were denied

From: The First Years Last Forever" The New Brain Research and your Child's
a
Healthy Develapaoent

Hemophiliac Action
Marvin B. V. 5torrose or David Neese
34ea922
Telephone: (
e 'I: hep{ryhodganmugh.on.ca
All other Provinces and Temimriea
Transfusion Action
Harvey T. Srrmberg

'

*event° boy a steak at e
grocery store font diaper do
they feel remorse and shame for
the death of that animal? I don't
see people crying in the isles?

choose quality child care and stay involved
Take care of yourself

email blenwKdgknea

at

joined the law firm of Beaker & Company.
Mr.Fulford will primarily
our Pon Alberni office.
practice
He may be reached through sur main office at
Beaker and Company
.
Barristers and Solicitors
5233 Hector Road, PO. Box 1178
Port Alberni, B.C, V9Y 7511

has

Phone: (250) 723 -1993
Fax: 12501 723 -1994
E
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inmonnualMsside Wane., indo
pendent moiety straggling to assert our
rights and gain freedoms most take for

grocery gore to ea dinner do you feel
remorse and shame for Me dean of that
animal? I don't see people
In the
isles? Are cows not animal, too? And
what about the whale that was hit by
that large ship? Was his death not
tragedy? Why is there not a public
outcry about Ma? What about sports
fishing? Is that humane?! don't
understand why some cohere eats at
or dog but it is pan of their culture.

the earth.

successfully. It
is me that we have had a history of
maintaining the complex environment.
Its , also true that in 150 years,
British Columbia. been colonized e
many neural habitats have been
threatened and the environment is
being challenged and some of thin

1I

-

hatred.-

depletionand
endangerment of all agkcia. (however. r
I Mien they ae
gogo

-

ens

Their lack Grimed and rights
pushed them to practice tradition
in an attempt to reclaim their
pride and esteem in the face of

population concerning

and the environment

heisse@nmonfansiatsvoin

Henri Petit or Jean

is

Promoting Young Children's Healthy
Development and School Readiness

Pierre B L
Telephone (s n) 782-1270
r le cone 6aoo ìt

All Other Prosi,wee and Territories,
0eo0uslltus

a,

ohuM

It is important to have conservationists
to bring awareness to then

ryglpggl5,4 xed9El95) d fey
I blyw cock It know we known,

Orebro
+ru.bn Action

Hemophiliac Action

tradition. The men het than canoe
put their lives at risk to gain
teething back that their community needed. How can a society
with all the rights judgea community with so few rights?

ns

,.,. roe%

loll

le

the whale, it is shout exercising a
legal right to carry over their

The single act of hunting the whale
created confusion
d challenged oho

',game leg

'h

rely

'

and the ens'irnn mol
is being challenged and some of
this damage is irreversible.

s,

tea

anyway. How could any competent
'rmmal m rump to conclusions without
men loving Om key people?I kept on
thinking this through the noire media
henry.) fully and completely support
the Makah people. It is not just about
the whale, it is about exercising, legal
right tocary over their tradition. The
that
put
I'
at 'sk
to gain something back that their
community needed. How can a society
with all
rights judge a community
with so few rights? How cu a society
of people who are responsible for so
much destruct.] rdgc a community
that has lied in complete harmony with

fully and completelysupport the
Makah people. It is not just about

true that we have had a history
of maintaining the complex
environment. It is also true that
in 150 ars, since British
Columbia has been outsized
inany natural habitats have heel.

Mmes

spouse or partner who believes he or she is
spouse
or was secondarily -infected with HCY by
with
HEN
is
was
infected
who
or
or partner
through a blood transfusion remivd'o Canada in
the period January I, men to July I, toms

,

i

Window. ON Noon

a

malts life. A
in turn we allowed the
land and u m cupemte. It is ironic
that the new comers to this land whose
history ofa virus type effect on the
earth are angry when the Makah people
have historically the best managers of
that land and the creatures that inhabits

I

true we have sustained the
environment successfully. It is

July 1, 1990 Class Actions

(11) Is

V')

-J;n

-

remorse. By stereotyping us in this
manner ,we are denied humanity and
tees again
of he date
curium mat v
never understood us

it.

elder said to me yesterday, "...didn't
even know about this alliance.' Shill
today, sur people hunt, gather medicines in the old growth forests and
sustain a parlor our lifestyle that we
have done for thousands of years.
11

Mat his or her HCV
by
that
blood
uanalbsion:
was
caused
iodation

-.

a

damage is irreversible. How have we as
people survived in harmony with
nature and still kill whales? It is simple,
the land sustained our lives, and life

d

without fully undemanding our
position and attitude to the earth. An

very giving people who knew how to
take care of the land, and had an
abundance to share."
Eugene would like to thank artists
whose an hems all the time, his
friends, family, elders, ancestors, and
the Creator for inspiring him.

July tournament.
Janice Amos, NEAS Member

interred with HCV and

I

Tseshaht colors.
Eugene says "The design reflects
Tseshaht's Moor,. whaling people
and is a reminder that we came from

1999 Games in Pon
Alberni. Blazers will be doing some
fundraising for the upommg tournament. Possibly, if there could be two
SEAS teams entered into the next

usion in farad. in the
Maxi transfusion
real January I, 1933 to July I. eons ,s or was

ravel.

Eugene Antoine's whaling design was
done in the blue, red and white

TI,.piich

Notice of Proposed Settlement Of Hepatitis C January 1, 1986
This

Tseshaht Market logo contest

NEAS Blazers came 3. in this tournament out of 10 teams within their age
divsion. Way to go Blazers. We
would like to attend another 3 on 3
July in surrey and
tournament
NEAS looks nx
forward to participation

-

a

Correction

Results

in the

The Hollywood Indian has two aides
oldie coin The cold killing Indian
and the environmentalist. The recent
whaling hunt challenged the stereotype that has existed since the nonnative media created these fictitious
Indians. The meth of the matter is we
have always been a hunter gatherer
people. We have lived off of the land
since
mer vial_ The alliance
with tofu eeating conservationists was
created by the new- ager's who want
the alliance of First Nations people
and their history of land management

series of tatty welated
booklets produced by the N.T.C.in
association with Eye Design Ina

latest in

of the Makah's right to hunt whales

By Queenn, Tamara Bell
for HoShilthSa

The Nuu -ohah -nulth Tribal Council
offers its apologia to Lena Ross,
incorrectly named on page 10 of
a -chahTogether in Trainee: A
nuh h Perspective on Governance", the

-

-

In Defense

Insert Error

Amos start this game.
a very tough game, But NEAS wins.
This team was from Vancouver.
Game l.5 Sunday, June 12, 1999
-3:15 PM
Score 16 for Birdman - Score 14 for
NESS Blazers

litho

1999 -2:00 PM
Score 16 for NEAS Blazers - Score
13 for Team Biome
Rod Amos, Vance Sieber, Blair
Bulwer start the game. That was a

13 1999.

Apology for

Education/ Athletic SocietyThis again was

&SikA>r.r/aC./6icio

Mail: jfulfodnghland.net

Mr.Ful ford was called to har in 1008 and
articled in Vara., m pier 10 moving to Pon Alberni.
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Mitch Hirano under the Work

.

the plates of fish that comes with
vegetables, potatoes, and bread. The
price of the plate is S8, which Is
poked in a traditional way, known as

thyme.

es Program, the Tseshaht bone to
successful
develop the idea into

business venture.
"It's been positive -A lot of people like
the fish that is cooked by Jim-Bob."
said Jessie Stephens who helps server
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The nearest support group for people
with HIV is in Panama A lot of the
best support and assistance is found in
Vancouver. However the Nuu -chahmidi have responded with the "Detection and Treatment of HIV /AIDS in
Nuu -chah -nulth Communities Strat-

James (lint -Bob) Mack will be
barbequing salmon all summer

at the Tseshaht Market.

lot

'T
1la

16
1

4
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(I tor) Community Native Law Office worker - Patty Sornette, Summer
Student - Naioml Horbatch, and Community Native Law Office
worker - Phyllis Moreno.

Legal Aid Avai lable at PAFC

Stephens said. With fish in high
demand. the TSavbaht barbecued
salmon will sell fast. So visit them next
to the Tseshaht Market Friday 10
Sunday from seam to 5pm up until
Labour Day weekend.

By Kelly Foxcrofi
Editorial Assistant
People with low incomes or on income
assistance often feel overwhelmed and
that they have no options when they have

problems with their landlords, appeals to
Welfare, Ministry of Children and Family,
mall claims court and imminent
benefits It is very important they are
are they are entitled to a variety of
services to assist them
.

1v

.

1

Often these people have been
pushed through and caught is the
cycle of systems for most of
their lives and have a lack of trust
in the system and authority.

Law Office for the past 25 years.
They also have a supervising lawyer
who reviews their files once a month,
and is there for support legal advice
on the cases.

nthat

into the office
s
The clients
are extremely diverseefrom people
with disabilities, single moms, to
elders, and all are in need of assistance to clarify situation documents
and options for them during crisis.

Often these people have been pushed
through and caught in the vicious
cycle of systems for most of their
lives and have a lack of trust in the
system and authority. The office

coven
offices

tofoemae8otecenats.cant cover due to the clients

lack of money and referrals due to
cutbacks from other legal service
programs such as legal aid. Often,
dealing with landlords and Ministries
is overwhelming and the paperwork
involved is both confusing and
intimidating, espeoally with appeals
which people aren't aware of or
don't understand. Often people miss
1

-

Ron Hamilton (left) plans out his petrogyph carving
with AV Museum curator David Goode.
By David Wiwchar
Southern Region Reporter
The Alberni Valley Museum celebrated the official opening of -From
Nowhere Else in the World But Here"
exhibition last week.
Featuring numerous artifacts from the
AV Museum's Nuu chah.nuldi

collection, as well as contemporary
carvings, paintings, and shawls, the
museum is sponsoring numerous
programs designed to create a better
understanding ofNuu- chah -nulth arts
and cultures.

More than 15 artists from throughout
Nuu-chah-nulth territories are represented in the exhibition which runs
through the summer.
As reported in previous issues of Ina
Shilth -Sa, Hutch Sam was a featured
carver at the museum throughout the
month of tune, carving masks and
explaining his craft toga many
museum visitors who watched his
carved masks take shape.
Joyce Link and her family held e
fashion show featuring many amazing

0 s

dhoti

pieces made through her company,

Ma (lima.
Joyce was also at the museum
demonstrating beading. and discussing
her work with many interested
people.
Currently, Ron Hamilton has taken
sage. carving a petroglyph on

Il /4 inch Tlupana Marble from

Kennedy Lake, which was shipped to
Duncan as Boulders, and sawn into
the slabs that will make up the 28 foot
long, and 5 I/2 foot wide petroglyph,
which will adorn the outside of the
museum building«. completed.
Ron will be carving the petroglyph
through July and August at the
museum. and although he admits he's
never carved such a huge piece of
stone before, he is confident the
project will go smoothly.
Also in July, on the 17th, Val dame
Dennis Roberts, Tobias Walls and
Keith lout. will be carving Tseshaht
designs in the gallery, which amen
daily until 5 p.m. in the Echo Centre
Complex.

Anything from making phone calls to the
appropriate authority, assistance in filling
out Legal Aid forms or even just calling
m talk over your legal options when in
crisis can be done with a staff member at
the Native Community Law Office. The
Native Community Law Office in the
Friendship Centre is a busy and very
small space with 3 people currently i
working out of their office and clients
.
coming in on steady basis. Patty
Sumatra, Phyllis Moreno and a Summer
Student, Naomi Borbatch are in the
office Monday to Friday, and provide
services to anyone in Pan Alberni on or
off reserve as well as in the Nuu -chahnulth Territory. They can assist people
with: legal information, making phone
calls to authorities, helping you fill out
legal forms and applications, referrals to
other

1[4:1,%'%

IF

/

of tourists,"

opens at Alberni Valley Museum

U

guide to help each community
what works for them." said
Penny Cowan. The document concludes that HIV /AIDS is more prevalent
in Aboriginal people and each community should develop a strategy to deal
with this problem in each area. Secondly, early testing should begin so that
people can receive treatment sooner.
More attention should be given to how
the disease is transmitted to help people
make informed decisions.

k

From Nowhere Else in the World But Here

"Jr?

,

"It's

ij

salmon.
"A lot people from Pan Alberni have
a

'10

G

a

tone

oleo 500 salmon.
"What we really wanted to do is to
Lire local people. We had First Nations
people build the but and we have local
people serving and cooking -said Irene
Robinson, a summer student with the
Tseshaht Firm Nation.
"Its good," said Role Thomas a
Tseshaht elder, who was enjoying a
plate of the freshly cooked sockeye

been coming in and

B

l

v

,

FBI -SON
11

'mochas'.
lames (lira -Bob) Mack, Master
Barbecues, has a lot of experience in
his area. He has been sun at a lot of
local events barbecuing sockeye
salmon and also at the Indigenous
:Mims where he helped cook more

servi.s

and even

finding a lawyer. Patty
in the program since

min you

in

working
she volun-

has been

Ink,

leered with Women's Resources and has
more recently served on the Port Alberni

Non -profit Housing Society board,
gaining ogre. deal of personal satisfaction seeing results in the lives of people
she has been helping for so many years.
Phyllis Marrow began at the Friendship
Centre as a Family Service Worker and
quickly snapped up the opportunity
(although pan time) to work in community law and help others to understand
their tights as well as the services
available tethers Both Patty and Phyllis
receive "excellent" training fora week at
least every 6 months updating them on
trial proceedings and recent amendments
provided by Legal Services Sock),.
non-profit. non government organization
that has funded the Native Community

.their limitation date and lose their
right to appeal or didn't know they
had that right in the first place.
Patty and Phyllis are trying to help
people to express themselves clearly
esen if they don't know or underrand the system, they help to meet
the clients needs and explain every
Ding to them to help them be successful. If you or anyone that you
know of needs legal assistance they
cm call to speak to Phyllis and Patty
ing their office hours. You can
also make an appointment through the
Port Alberni Friendship Centre
Reception at 723 -8281. Often it takes
up to a week to see them due to their
busy schedules, so mere are drop Ill
maims every Tuesday and Thursday from 1:30 -3:30.
An option out there for everyone to
incrust their own awareness is to
lake n one of the workshops or video
series offered by The Native Community Law Office. This fall there will
be workshops on Landlord/ Tenancy
Relations to inform everyone to the
rights they are entitled to from there
landlord and their tenancy agreement.

The workshops will be held:
September 16, Ink - Best to 3pm
November Ilk 1999 10pm to 3pm
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and the Nuu- chah -nulth Community

Tseshaht Offer BBQ Salmon During Summer
Tseshaht First Nations is now selling
fireside cooked salmon. In a venture
brought about by Irene Robinson and

-

Tommy Bill, who has been HIV= since August of 1998,
with his homecare worker Fran Nest.
By Dennis Bill
Editorial Assistant
By the year 2000 it Is estimated there
will be 30-40 million people living with
HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus),

closet° 10 million living with
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency
and

Syndrome). These numbers are
staggering, but, whet does this mean to
First Nations people?
In BC Aboriginals, as of December
1996, the number of newly tested
positive HIV cases broke down like
this; there were 83 men and 7 women,
which is higher than any other ethnic
group, who tested positive for HIV. If
you were to compare Aboriginal men to
women you would go a much different
picture. Of the newly positive men (67)
- 12% of all male tests. Of newly
positive women 1551
',hood all
female tests.

He is hoping the bottles and
bottles of pills he now takes will
prevent that. Subjected to taking
at least ten pills a day to help him
cope with the disease, plus the
numerous others he takes to deal
with the variety of IIIV related
symptoms and side effects he
suffers from...
"The number of HIV people are not
known because not everybody is
tested," said Penny Cowan, CHS
Outreach Nurse, regarding the amount
of Nuu -chah -nulth eases today. "There
a lot of people out there having unprotected sex and it worries me."
Unprotected sex is one of three ways
to transmit the disease. The other two
ways are through needles (drag use)
and from the mother to the fetus. "A
lot of people Think you can get it by
drinking from the same cup or by
hugging person with HIV. But that's
not
"said Cowan.
There area lot of misconceptions
revolving around HIV. Tommy Bilker
ember of the Tseshaht First Nation,
who tested positive for HIV in August
of 1998, believes there needs to be
more information as ailahk "I talk to
people by informing them and edam.
ing people about safe sex," said Bill. "I
go to conferences about HIV and talk
about it and lean about it. I went to a
good one palled Healing Our Spirit"
Growing up, Tommy Bill, spent time
learning his language and how to dance
from his grandmother Lucy Bill.
Tommy still pursues his language,
singing and dancing by going to dance

Is

shown here

practices and language classes.
word pan of this disease
"I mink the wo
is not knowing," as he refers to when
his disease will finally take over and
takes his life. "It's like cancer." said
Bill. He is hoping the bottles and bottles
of pills he now takes will prevent that.
Subjected to taking at Inst en pills a
day to help him cope with the disease,
plus the numerous others he takes to
deal with the variety of HIV related
symptoms and side effects he suffers
from, such as Tylenol for headaches.
"Arthritis and dementia are the worst
symptoms. I always have a hard time
walking and my joints are sore. I also
forget a lot of things and do things I
would not do normally." said Bill.
HIV has numerous symptom mock
ated with it such as sore throat,
muscular stiffness or aching, fatigue,
rash of swims types, and joint pain.
There are effective means of preventing complications and delaying. but not
preventing the progression of AIDS At
she present time, not all persons
infected with HIV have progressed to

AIDS.
Nuu- chah -nulth people are very
supportive and Tommy hill emaciates
that "Wonderful support. I get lots of
support from a group in Manama and
from my family," said Bill." I was
never disowned or ashamed by my
family whet. found out and then [told
Mon I was gay. I li
g at
pert
from cousins.
my
y team
worker - Fran, and my friends."
An Zwcole, Co-ordinator of the Red
Road H1V /AIDS Network is very
aware of ashamed aboriginal people
with H1V /AIDS. Ile said its something
more and more people should be
concerned about "I feel very strong
about this know a lot of people who
have died. They often die alone Their
family has rejected them. What we
need to do is educate them. Sometimes
they don't want to heat." Zoccolo said.
1

Many of these factors point to
large urban communities,unlike
the small communitiesin Nine
chah- nulth.Zoecoledisagrees,
"The problem is that there is a
stigma of the Downtown F.astside.
Aboriginal people are viewed as
drunk and **educated. Hat there
are other people out there who
are HIV. and live in small commuskies..

"When HIV came Mx.; Aboriginal people thought it was jmt
a gay, white man disease. It can't
affect us," says Zoceole. However, the numbers prove differently with an average of 100
people testing positive with HIV
each year...

One of the most challenging
finding people who can share what
they are going through with their peers

off

share needles or
unprotected
and then go back to their communities
es
not realizing they have infected them-

ti

selves.

"When HIV came abeam Aboriginal
people thought it was just a gay, white
man disease. It can't affect us," says
Z
However.
numbers prose
differently with an average of 100
people testing positive with HIV each
year between 1995 and 1997 and
another 71 people testing positive in
1998 it is a growing concern in aboriginab commune... including NuO -chahnulth.
1

"What we're finding is that sometimes
aboriginal purple only get tested when
they have symptoms," says Zoccole.
"There has been shift from people
who are two-spirited to those who use
drugs or have multiple sex mans,"

.

NTC Disability Access Committee
By Florence Wylie
For Ha- Shilth -Se
l

The Disability Access Committee
wants to share some mfon.ion
with Nuu- chah -nulth members by
way of this article submitted by their
request. We see this as a way of
sharing some of what we are doing,
and learning as members to the NTC
Disability Access Committee. We
now have confirmed membership
from all 3 NTC regions - Southern
Region: Ida Mills, Dididahl; Helen
Dick, Tseshaht; Northern Region.
Bernice John, Kyuquati Wilfred
Andrew, MowáchalffiMuohalahl,,
n
Central Region: Mae Taylor, (Ulm- '
let, Ruth Charles. lcsquiat.

hopelessness, depression and kola.
tion. There are many forms of
disability, some are visible and others
invisible. A person living with
disability will have what is referred to
as "good days" and "had days'. Out

of ignorance

we assume that

if

someone looks alright, that they are
yet they may be in lot of pain,

suffering, end discomfort.
Unfortunately, home care aides are
assumed to replace the loving support of family and friends of the
person living with a disability. The
disabled person often misses the
company and support of family and
loved ones. In many areas, the
Bather governs whether a person
living with a disability goes outside or

I

The NTC Community Building
Infrastructure Access Assessment
has now commenced with the
services of lieu Pii Mah -Soma's
not.l

Unfortunately, home care aides
are assumed to replace the
loving support of family and
friends of the person living with
a disability. The disabled person often misses the company
and support of family and loved
ones.
The Disabled Access Committee
follows the definition of disability:
'Ws any fore of disabling 'condition,
visible
sible or invisible. chronic illness
which prevented an individual from
doing things that they would normally be able to do if they were in
good health".
We arc aware that people who live
with a disability, or multiple dahl(ties.,h

things is

According to The Red Road: Pathways
to Wholeness, a document published
February I, 1999, states thin "Overall,
60%0( newly diagnosed Aboriginal
HIV Infections in this time period
identified Injection Drug Use as their
primary risk factor. Aboriginal women
also identified theses trade as a
frequent risk factor. Aboriginal women
made up 40% of all new aboriginal
infections while non -aboriginal women
made up only n %of total nonaboriginal cases"
Many of these factors point to large
urban communities, unlike the
t
small
communities in Nuu- chah-nulth.
Zoccole disagrees, "The problem is that
there is a stigma
Downtown
Kasai*. Aboriginal people are viewed
as drunks and uneducated. But there
are oleo people
t do
h ago
HIV +and live in small communities"
Often many people visit Vancouver and

ea
for help It

Ilyh

if

earwig
is hard for family them.
bets. there are often pent up mini
dons. frustration, anger, shame.

Advisory Services, Danny Watts. As
directed at the 1998 NTC Annual
Assembly there was a motion passed
giving direction to conduct an access
assessment of all First Nation community buildings. Danny has comnced visits to all 14 First Nations
to e do a physical site visit and assessment on level of accessibility in
community buildings. We expect to
have repor ready for presentation
to the Tribal l Council by September
1999.

Disability Access Committee Coordinator
Florence Wylie, Sr. Mgr..
CANS. NTC.
P.O. Box 1280,

Pon Alberni, BC V9Y 7M2
Tel: 724 -3232 Fax: 724-6642
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HuupuKwanu m Opening the biggest in Museum History
Data

Wiwehar
Southern Region ROM.
More than Imo Nuuarhah-nulth
people gathered into the lobby of the
Royal British Columbia Museum in
Victoria to witness the opening of the
world premiere, first-ever all Min(Mahout. exhibition.
By

People traveled to Victoria from
all reaches of Nou-chah-nulth-aht,
with more than 200 people trawl-

ling from Mowachaht/Muchalaht

Territory alone.
of the Mist, HararKwanum
Tupaat: Treasures of the NfirecharOut

ulna Chiefs features 3IS Nuu bah.
narth artifacts and Images, some dating
hack more than 300 years.
People traveled to Victoria from all
reaches of Nurechah-nulMarht, whh
more than 200 people travelling from

Mowachaht / Muchalaht Territory
alone.

ISis isdefinitely the largest opening
eve ever seen here at the Museum,"
,fid Grant Hughes, Director of Comorid Swoon at the Royal B.C. Vre

introduced Osier Andy Thomas Horn
the Esquimall Marion, and Chief Robert
Sam of Songhars, who both welcomed
all Nue-chahoulth to their territories.
We commend you for showing the
world who you are as a people,'' said
Chief Thonmo "So much has happened
over the last 150 years of contact So
many efforts have been made to
commit genaride again.. This is a

demonstration that the Nurearah-nulth
are a hying, breathing culture, and we
are all still hers."
Central Region Crechair Nelson Kent.
then rose. thanking (Mare Thomas for
his words of welcome, and saying,
"this is a great day for all Suwchahmath".
-We are pleased to he hew today, and
pleased In show Ihe world that we have
always been /serer' said Keitloh."We
have gone through many changes over
the past ISO years, and many of those
changes weren't good. We had our
culture, language, traditions, and indeed
our very soul taken away because of
misunderstandings between two great
cultures. Horton have corne together
to proudly present to you, Out of the
Mist, FluaruKwanum Tara. The
Treasures of our N00chah-nulth

r;tnYAL

appropnalrly welcomed
throughout the duration of the
exhibit" said Grant Hughes, ho
is working with Willard Gallic to

7mlos

lCarol autesi
JOand
drum'.
sewn

Richard Watts

the Tseshaht dancers

-Were absolutely

incredible turnout, and

amazed by the

wert really

proud to host the Mar-chat-nut.
Nations here today,- he said.
After Ditidaht blessed the floor with
prayer charts and the spreading of
Eagle down, Museum CEO Bill Bark*

up the escalator for Mein first look at
the Nurechah-nulth exhibition. Although crowded, the consensus
seemed to be the exhibit was very well
done, and everyone was looking
forward to coming back to the museum when they could take their time
and enjoy the exhibit without it being so

crowded.
Arrangements are being made to
ensure all Iduwchah-nulth people have
an opportunity to see the exhibit, as
tickets will be made available for free
through individual band offices.
"We will do our Utmost le ensure that
lib ssailue are appro.
W .\m

-

from many of the Nuu-chah-nulth
Nations who had come down to
perform
Throughout the afternoon of Saturday,
July 3., Nuuarhalmnulth songs and
drumbeats filled the museum, and
attracted passes -by to enter the
museum and witness the life and
vitality of Nuu-arah-nulth cultures.
A number of Nurechahmulth people
have been hired by the museum to act
as interpreters for the exhibition, which
runs until April, 2000 before going on
the road to Denver Colorado, and other
points around North America, and
possibly the world.
Due to fire restrictions and limited
eating capacity, the evening's feast
was limited to 200 invited guests who

were able to taste the del ighm that
be available through Me Museum

Cafeteria in association

old

HunpuKwarum.
A special menu prepared by Chef
Doug Gong was developed through
consultation with Nun-citation.]
caterers, andsloatarad barbecued
salmon habit too roasted duck.
cream cheese and lox crepes. blackberry crepes, and plenty of chumus.
Hughes apologized for the museum's
inability to feed all NorAhah-nulth
guests, but said he looks forward to
hosting the Nurechah-nulth people
throughout Me exhibition.
Numerous presentations were made to
the Chiefs of Esguimalt and Songhees,
as well as all Nurechah-nulth Ha'wiih,
event sponsors BC Hydro, MacMillan
Model. N.T.C., Federal and Provincial
Governments, and N.T.C. Protocol
Worker Willard Gallic and
limpid. anon doornail George Warts
who were both monumental in the
development and opening of Oar of the
Mist, HarpuKwarium Tara., The
Treasures of the Nuu-chah-nulth
Chiefs.

St
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GAS BAR

Open for groceries, full service gas,
Chester Chicken, hot snacks, tobacco
products and so much more.
Loaned= Higinuay4bythe

a

descriptivemap of Hupacasath Territory
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Bank of Montreal. Lan gas befme
the West Coast
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By Kelly Faxeraft
Editorial Assistant
The l lunpuk" anon exhibit at the
Royal British Columbia Museum is
more than just the treasures of our
Nation, but it also is a venue for the

advancement and support M the First
Nations students currently attending
('amour College in Victoria

The original curtain was designed
and painted by the renowned
artist whose name was "Chat0t use., also from Ditidaht
The screen of the family of Richard
Tate of Ditidaht is one of the treasured
objects displayed within the exhibit:11
tells the history of the Tate family from
their connections in Kyuquot on South
up to Victoria with the ',flexes. Their
ceremonial curtain was recreated in lets
new form for a chiellanship family of
the Ditidaht First Nation. The original
curare was designed and painted by
the renowned artist whare name was
-Chulfinuss", also from Ditidaht.
The new version of this historical
ceremonial curtain son created by
Trar-owa-supp" (Art Thompson) for
the exhibition at the RBCM. The
commissMning of this celebrated
ceremonial curtain and limited edition
serigraph was undertaken through the
generosity of B.0 Hydro as well as the
Tate family of Midst.

a.
r

By David WisPchar
Southern Region Reporter

Work

.

much more enjoyable
when you're doing something you
love And for Robb Johnson of the
lima -ay-Mt First Nation, ivolte has
never been as enjoyable for him since
he began working at the Royal British
Columbia Museum dining Out of the
is so

luupuKwanum Tupaat Treasures of the Nue .chah -noon
Chiefs.

I

g

I

f

nl
y

_r

'When you walk through the

._01;

exhibit you coaled the ambience and the strong energy. It's
really soothing to the coal."

11,0

;.`

Robb Johnson, NCN Liaison at RBCM

Mist:

C#

will

TSESHAHT MARKET

Ron Hamilton describes his painting on added cedar at the Royal RC
Museum tilled From Nowhere Else in the World But Here";

.

.

Tate Family Screen to Help Students

'"taro.u=y the songs and dances '

With that, the exhibit was declared
open. as more than 1000 people filed

a"

-BRITISH COLUMBIA

The opening of Out otter Mist: Hu upuKwanum Tupaat, was a coming
together for many Nome ho nulth people. Here, Steve Rush of
Uehueklesaht(right) meets his grandson from Seattle for the first lime.

oelt,ncrit,

WaV.
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Ernie Chester of Ditidaht (left) describes the significance of the Tate
family curtain with Chief Richard M:geln na Tate standing beside him.

priately welcomed throughout the
duration of the exhibit," said Grant
Hughes, who is working with Willard
Gallic to ensure protocols are followed,
and things are done the proper way.
While many people were still upstairs
hundreds remained
n the Wa'ws.d.itla-

ensure protocols are followed,
and Ming. re done the proper

-

w,w

Ilancerxslnder; and drummers caner from throughoutNun-ehah-nulth
Territory to celebrate the open ing of Hu upuKwarium To past.

are

I

tii

Chief,
"We will do our utmost to ensure
that all Nuu-chah-nulth visitors

-

Son

I feel right at homer"
said Johnson. "When you walk

through the exhibit you cart feel
ambience and the strong energy
really soothing to the soul."

The limited edition serigraph created
with the blessing of the The family of
[hide& and in an agreement with
Camosun College, the Royal British
Columbia Museum prints of the Tate
Family curtain are being sold.
of the
proceeds from the sales of this print are
going into an endowment fund carobI

P.

tidied at Camosun College lobe utilized
e hi h'p est
Nuu

df

chah-nulth students. This scholarship
will have many participants the Tate
family, B.C. Hydro and the Royal British
Columbia Museum. This project was
particularly close the Art Thompson's
heart being that Camosun College is his
Alamo.. well as the value that he
places upon education in our First

.

late Mary Johnson, and

grandson of the late George and Louisa
Mhnson, Robb was raised in Bonfield,
finished school in Port Alberni in IT67,
and worked for Canada Post Corporation all over the blend

"It's incredible.

SP

of the

the"

Itir

continued lo page 20

Proud Sponsor
BC Hydro is honoured to

sponsor "Ql,I( of the Mist:
I

luirptiKsvanurn

'11111.

tal

reaslitc, of the Nuu- chah -null h
LIMOS-

111

the Royal British

Columbia Museum.

Notion t.nmnn.Im.

Part of the proceeds from the sales
of this print are going into an
endowment fund establishedat
Camosun College to be utilized as
scholarshipsand awards for Nun-

\ if

Ilion. the Nuu

111.111

I

h

people for sharing your art.

culture and history with

lft.

chAh nulth students.
Having gone and pursued his snot
education Art moM ion the obligation
and commitment that it takes to be assay
from home and getting your education.
Seeing the opportunity to put into place
this money to help Nuu-chahoulth
people he is using the treasures of our
past to provide our students and our
people with a better future.

K1CCO

MCI It

ow.

BC hydro II:

,
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The Government

of Canada

better than no deal at all. Ottawa has
spent hundreds of thousands of Ian
payers dollars on these ads, apparently

collapsing. By stripping British ColumIna communities and governments
from the negotiations, a treaty based

in their words, the "Rhetoric
coastal communities, the Provin-

on U.S Appeasement was created,
which will lead to the collapse of

government and the U FA W U"
The Coastal Communities Network,
the West Coast Sustainability Association, and the Nuu-chab -ninth Tribal
Council are paying for a full -page ad in
the Westerly News, local paper
Ucluelet, British Columbia. It is important for them to counter the Ottawa
rhetoric that the deal by Minister
Anderson is better than no deal at all.
real

Canadian fisheries.

Will Ilia

209

million dollars help

restore our fisheries?

.

N.

Only the interest on this money
will be spent and only on those
projects that are approved by the U.S
states and the US government. It will
amount approximately four million
dollars tear. It could very likely load
to attempts by the U.S. intervene in
the management and harvest of our
Canadian fisheries, as has happened
with the Fraser elver Sockeye. Much
of ibis money will efind its way into
propping up a Fisheries and Oceans
bureaucracy which has had its budget
so severely cut since the and eighties
that It no longer M, the copra, to
fulfill its mandate to conserve and
protect the fish.

lies better for the fish?
Absolutely not. The Alaskan fishery on
coho will proceed, with severe roper
cussions
Skeena crow stocks as well
n eddangmd South Thompson River
oho stocks. Na many people realize
that of 1400 Thompson River co.o
killed in fisheries last year, 600 were
caught In the Alaska troll fishery, and
500 in a directed sports fishery in
Washington State. This treaty does
nothing. address these cull° ouches
other than entrench them for ten years
in the Alaska fishery.
Canada is again this year proceeding with an extreme weak stock
fishery regime. The Americans
know that we will nor be keeping
coho in our commercial fisheries
this will pass through more chinook
for their southern fisheries. In light
of this, of course they would sign
off on this treaty and congratulate
the Minister of Fisheries.
At the end often years, it will be
very
that Upper Skeena
coho will recover, as too many of
them will continue to be killed in
the directed oho fishery in Alaska.
This will mean that most northern
Canadian fisheries on other stocks
will be destroyed as the inability to
recover the weak stocks continues
throuhout
the corms of shit treaty.
B

Will our coastal commuuifies
benefit?
Absolutely not Many of the coastal
comm untie, of BC have been severely
impacted by a license buy -back and
licensing regime that has concentrated
the remaining catching capacity of the
fleet into corporate control Combing
this wrong -handed approach to
licensing with a treaty that guarantees
Alaskan rights to continue to vetch our
cots and which guarantees safe
passage through Canadian worm of
American coho and chinook Oh do
nothing to help Or dssiStal communi- -'
ties. The treaty protects American
natal communities at the expense of
Canadian communities. The Federal
Government is mandated to manage
fisheries issues on behalf of the people
of Canada. This requires a thorough
knowledge of issues related to the
West Coast Fisheries and the potential
impacts on communities. The present
approach does not present to Canadians a package of
relating to
management, cm
and
communities. This strategy seems to
be in
sit management ofar
9
in Mama resource DF.O has save
posed to have managed on Canadians
behalf for decades.

Were the Aboriginal communities
of British Columbia consulted as
required by the constitution?
Absolutely not The American Tribes
were at the table and fully consulted.
Canadian First Nations were not
consulted. This is a contravention of
the Supreme Court ruling under Sparrow and
kw.

.

Were the rights of stakeholders
and the public of British Columbia
respected?

What to do

Central Region
Chiefs Meet to
Discuss IMEA
By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter
The Central Region Chiefs
4 met in
Victoria on Sunday, July 4, in order to
prepare for negotiations with BC. The
parties will soon be negotiating for an
extension of the Claymore Sound
Interim Measures Extended Agreement
1

MLA)
The IMEA

is an agreement between

the Central Region Chiefs and the

Province of BC. The Chiefs and BC
negotiated the original agreement back
in 1993 after the Clayoquot Saud
Land Use Decision was announced.
The Chiefs saw the Land Use Decision
as yet another example of beaurocrats
plotting our futures without our
consultation. Through great effort and
expense, the Chiefs were able to
n Ina the province o sit down and
negotiate
model of 'ammo
nagerment

fa amain« Sand.

The mention

of the IMEA

is

to

conserve resources
oe for future gown
through hoar management
process. The IMEA and Forest
Practices Code applies to the whole of
Clayoquct Sound. It is intended to
remain in place until our treaty is
signed.
The Chiefs agreed that the term of a
new IMEA needs to be minimum of
five years. *Prises term would make
good business sense as Forest Development Plans have five -year manu.
Accordingly the fledgling !Oak Forest
Resources, co-owned by the Chiefs,
would enjoy more certainty.
whai budgetary
The Chiefs reviewed

projections and what is needed to make
the IMEA work They also discussed
what is not working and ways in which
wM1ich
costs maybe cut.

Mackenzie Charlie
and Margaret George
Married
By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter
On Thursday, July

negotiate

a

new extended agreement.

Nookemis Party
Ben and Hilda Nookemis are
extending this invitation foe you all
to come fora two day parry
October 16. and 17a, 1999 at
Malt Maths Gym. Proceedings w ill
,Ian at 11'00 a.m on the 16" of

October. Chott

British Columbia, please write to your
MP, your MLA and the Prime Minister
voicing your mncems around this

r

ÿu

.

'

I. Mackenzie

Charlie and Margaret George were
tried in a beautiful outdoor ceremony in Victoria. The couple is from
Ahousaht but
to be married in
Victoria as a gift to Mackenzie's
mother, Ada.
Ada Charlie is terminally ill and her
health is rapidly deteriorating. She told
Mackenzie and Margaret that she
would have liked to see them get
cried but didn't know if she would
live long enough.
The couple decided then and there
get married as soon as possible. They
hastily made all the necessary arrangemans and. within few days, were
ready for the ceremony.
Margaret and Mack said their vows in
front of friends and family Ina garden
ceremony. Sitting nearby in her
wheelchair was Ada, a gentle smile on

.

her face
The bride's sister, Alice John, served
as Matron of Honour. The groom's
cousin, Chief John (Rocky) Titian was
the best man. Also part of the wedding
party was the couples four children,
Julia, Jasmine, Marina and Mackenzie

Ir.
Margaret is the daughter of the late
Theodore Johnny George and Julia
George (nee Thomas). Mackenzie is
the son of the late Arthur Charlie and
Ada
v Charlie (nee Jumbo),
Wedding guests were invited to an
outdoor luncheon after the
lire ceremony.

Sadly. on the evening Duds 6, 1999,
Ada Charlie passed away in Victoria

1

1

am to myself.

I
I

dedicate myself to

O Lord.

Abdul-Bahá, The Bahá'i Faith

their own crew and possibly provide
training in the future for more crews.
Currently Tashwin holds two small
forest commas. Emil Forest Prodacts Ltd venture between Pat
McKay and the Tseshaht tribe and
Echa -Peh Forest Resources Ltd e
venture between the Toquaht band and

Management.

move closer to being a self wffiman and self- suainmgmunity,
can
as
well as promoting skill do clolpmal and

It is

a

employment of First Nations people within
our
unity.
together

July 15 - 17

Wahmeesh Centre
Tsaxana - Gold River

_'-

would like to wish my husband Robert Watts a very, very Happy 2^a Anniversary For July 56, 1999. Love From Your Wife Catherine Teresa Watts.
To my children, Richard Sam Jr., Tina Sam, Ronald David Sam and Barbara
Rose Sam. I can't thank you enough for being by my side, on this very special
day. Love from your mom Catherine Teresa Watts.
To our wedding party, Many, many thank you's go out to you also.
'thank you again to everyone who shared this very special day with us. Thank
you from the bottom of our hearts. From Mr. & Mrs. Robert Watts.
I

Intl

Gad Atkinson the owner of Coast Forest
Managementand Tseshaht Acting Chief
George Watts" owe need. develop
capacity and skill development amongst
members." And so together seized the

f

infoo

Nouns..

of the skills

well

as the

and resources

Tashwin currently employs 4 First Nations
people: Amy Robinson of Tseshaht does
the primary G.I.$ work, as well as
working with 3 other computer programs,

getting maps, charts and proposals ready
to send out to the various ministries and
parties involved. Gerry Harris (married to ;
Eva Gallic ofrseshahq and James Martin
(Uchucklaahi)both do the field work all
over the shared TSeshahWchucklesalt
forest license, and take the field notes and
mourements necessary to create the
maps and scout out good sites for roads.
For maximum efficiency for their time and
One. apemivmahnneI die field
workers eras rareno must be very
accurate in order to find the sites in which
the machines and men can easily work and
log the area. Also from the Nanaimo First
Nations Kieth and Sandy Atkinson also
contribute to the company both with
extensive experience in the forest industry
as well as personal ties as the children of
Goth Atkinson owner of Coast Forest
Keith is one of or 5 First Nations
Professional Foresters in B.C. and is
excited to be part of Tashwin and the
opportunities that it presents for the future
for the First Nations. have more influ ence over their own resources. Sandy also
helps to steer the helm of Tashwin as she
oversees almost everything that goes on in
the offices. She keeps track of what is
happening at the Ministry of Forests. in the
Tashwin Office as well as what is happening out in the fickle, all times. Two

a

.all

'Tashwin is an excellent example of
how Pint Nations can build annul and

land. Tashwin recognizes the need to

and resource offiloftomffit
savit6I16t16 MstltMdt Ot "brat'

willingness to travel on the job and
related post secondary training
equivalent life
Project Coordinator
Responsible for the implementation,
coordination and accountability of the
Nuu- chah -nu155 Residential School
Project, including overseeing and supporting
of 9. Will ensure work is
completed according to comma. prepare
quarterly reports and ensure information
about the project is widely distributed.
Preferred Qualifications At least 5 year
e penes« managing a program for First
Nations. Successful experience in project

"Tashwin is an excellent example of how First Nation
build capitol and have a say in n
their
remora-management, says Kieth Atkinson.

wellassimultoeouslynegotiatedadol
with M &B for 20,000 cubic meters of
provide mapping (Geographic

Ina First Nations service agency,

particular field.

opportunity for the band to jointly possess
a profitable mammy.
opportunity to
build on the relationship Mwee the
Tseshaht and Uchucklesan Tribes also
arose as they shared land boundaries as

vailablewithin our own community.

Regular
Meeting

Macmillan Bloedel(loonto be
WeyMUU.rk and currently notional.
ing with
for another contract.
In being one of the only First Nations
company. provide pre- and post harvesting services, and with the help
of the state efthe art equipment and
consultions provided by Coast
Forest Management. Tashwin has
managed. comer the market in their

Forest Management and George
Watts "saw a need to develop
capacity and skill development
amongst members."

awareness

(_]

Possible extensions depend on the
renewal of project funding. Preferred
Qualification for all positions include
familiarity with residential school issues
and healing processes, a healthy lifestyle
including a plan for self-ore, experience

t

Cord Atkinson the owner of Coast

sectors and to First

N.T.C.

(NTC) has secured funding from the
Aboriginal Healing Fund fore healing
program for persons suffering trauma
from the legacy of physical and sexual
abuse at residential schools. Staff will
support small groups and individuals on
their healing journeys and assist to
coordinate larger gatherings on the most
Coast of Vancouver Island. Effort will be
coordinated with existing NTC and
Community staff All positions are for a
onssyor term, starting Sept. 1, 1999.

to lead

Coulson Forest Products. Tashwin
also does contort work for the
Uchucklesaht Band and Nanemo Fin
Nations providing mapping services,
well
try
g
g 'th

Aram many discussions and meetings

Management.

1

1

Tashwin Resource Management Limited
is more man just a shared resource forest

ansaecsct project between
Uchucklesehl.Tseshaht and Coast Forst

Nuu- shah -nulth Resid ential School Project

hired.

fuller train Gerry and lames

the family.

71147

O God, refresh and gladden my spirit Purify my hear. Illumine my powers.
I
lay all my affairs in thy hand. Thou art my Guide and my Refuge.
I will no
longer be sorrowful and grieved;. I will be a happy and joyful being. OGOd!
will no longer be full of anxiety, nor will let trouble harass me. I will not dwell
on the unpleasant things of life.

OGod. Thou art more friend to me than

engineers have also been

I
I

hose yg,t 4ta,,gotatyfry..
mbnagmtaM. ayiKiethA&

start sso managing substantial budgets

too

more First Nations

participation in the forest resource
industry. R also promos the development and growth of professionals,
trained and educated to take part in
projects such as Tashwin.
As Rorie Cones UClcklesahtChief

Councilor states "Tashwin oables us
to show the industry we can do the

job well

if not better. We have had

roily serious concerns for

many years

about how the government does
things...Tashwin is a step In the right

direction."

"Tashwin enables us Wallow the
industry weer do the job well of
not better. We have had really
serious concerns for many years
about how the government does
thiegs...Tashwi ber step in the
right direction." n
With the lacuna and expertise
provided by Coast Forest Management
along with the growing skill developmeet of our people, Tashwin has
potential to be not only a source of
coital and employmentbuta trailblazer in First Nations resource
management and independent
elation within the forest industry.

I

Facilitators
positions. each serving 4 to 6
communities nor Part Alberni or
Torino 0.0014 River working with the
larger team, support community
members to plan, implement and carry
out community holing activities,
provide information about the project:
encourage community workers to
support each other, provide crisis
Sand debriefing and organize project
activities which may include public
nform
training
talking circles.
Preferred qualifications: Good oral
communication and able to plan
organize and document work activities 5 or more years experience with
individual or group counseling and
community development with demonstrated success in empowering others.
Parents or self attended residential
school and has confronted and
substantially moved on own healing
journey. Familiar withNo- chah -nulth
teachings about values, family,
responsibilities. conduct and conflict
resolution and sable to teach others.
Acknowledges and maintains elder
advice.
3

Senior Facilitator/Trainer
Pros ides supporn

tonic

on service

in the urban Port Alberni area and in

Faoplee Mott?

and rags.

neírLly

stressful

^.^Karr

Urban Outreach Worker
Primary responsibility to inform Nuu chah -nulth living away from home about

management Tashwin Resource
Management may also get First
Nations some leverage within the
industry making it a possibility fora.

elder advice.

gad maintainingaccountability.Good

conditions.

without relying on D.I.A.N.D and
Ministries for amwloulonse d

conflict resolution and able to teach
others. Acknowledges and maintains

addition acts as mentor
rear for
support workers and facilisstors In

pelf

Tashwin represents a step towards
independence in FlrstNations gaining
revenue (with the help of Coast Forest
Management and the N.ED.C)

to move towards
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Career Opportunity
The Nuu-chah -nulth Tribal Council

By Kelly Fsooro/f
Editorial Assistant

BC. Our most sincere condolences to

all, Bahh'is of Port Alberni

P.O Flan 246 Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y

First Nations Gain a Foothold
in Forest Industry

layout, road layout etc) to the
industry, cumpania in other resource

treaty.

The Spiritual Assembly

Ha- Shilth -Sa, July 15, 1999 -

System) and

Negotiations with the province are
scheduled to begin Monday, July 5.
The province has allotted two weeks to

The only defose to this situation is
for an aware public to act. We are
asking that if you care about salmon,
and the fishermen of

Absolutely not Even though the Federal
Minister met and negotiated this treaty
with the governors of Washington,
Oregon, and Alaska, our Provincial
government was totally ignored.

Thee

1

(

Penman politics aside, This created e
huge imbalance in the negotiation
strategy. It is common knowledge
around the world that fisheries canna
be managed this way are constantly

has placed

full page ads in British Columbia's
newspapers to try and convince the
public that the Pacific Salmon Treaty is

oldie

r/J2/ iiu ryii rrrt77rn,, ETA r(7,X:r,rii

Ha-Shilth -St, July 15. 1999

More Salmon For Canada?

to

rr

the project and about healing services
available to them in the cities where the
live, with the goal of strengthening their
connection to home communities and
emended family. Includes gathering
appropriate Information, writing articles,
and facilitating regular meetings for
urban Nuu -chah- ninth.
Preferred Qualifications:. Demonstrates
excellent oral and written conmun0n.n
skills, with) years related experience,
able to establish and maintain network
of helpers for client referrals, able to
assess client needs and make referrals
tact fully, experience in organizing events.

-

Support workers
3 positions, each serving 4 to 6 commu-

nities nor Port Alberni or Tofino or Gold
River. Waking with the larger team,
responsible to serve survivors and others
with residential school issues, as individuals or in small groups; provide crisis
support and debriefing. Responsibility
may include monitoring situations likely
to trigger residential school issues and
assisting to resolve them through support, counseling, referral or mediation.
Preferred Qualifications: Good oral
r
and able to plan organize
communication
and document work activities. 5 or more
years experience with individual and
group counseling, including crisis
intervention with demonstrated capon
ence 10 empowering others. Parents or
self attended residential school and has
confronted and substantially moved on
own healing journey. Familiar with Nuu chah -nulth teachings about values,
family, responsibilities, conduct and

Preferred Qualifications As for
Facilitator above plus 10 years
experience in counseling for First
Nations Communities and a clear
vision of healing from bah First
Nation and European perspectives.
Familiar with histo ry
consequences for aboriginal people in
relation to trauma and healing process.
Related teaching experience at post
secondary level.

Administrative Assistant
Responsible to carry our administrative duties, including word processing,
routine respondence, (ling,
ranging travel
travel and meelnrgs. taking
minutes, preparing regúsitions for an,
payment, keeping staff records, sea,/
preparing project records and assisting
in direct inquiries to appropriate staff

for response.
Preferred Qualifications: Must be a
self-starter, highly motivated, with
ability to maintain the project office
when other staff are away. Minimum
3 years experience in an administrative
support role coif a First Nations
organization. Good word processing
and recording skills, basic bookkeeping and data processing. Able to work
well with aims who may be in
emotional distress. Occasional travel
required

Apply in writing with detailed
resume, before July 30, 199910;
Attention: S. Read, Manager
CHS Planning
Nuu- ebah -nulth Tribal Council
Community and Human Sen kes
P.O Box 1280, Port Alberni,
B.C., V9V 7M2
or Fax to (250) 724 -6642

t

I'
.
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Food for Fighting Cancer
Submitted by Mae Taylor
for HaShifrhSO

simple antioxidants
tioxidants has conchided that they help present cancer.
But in their world of plant chemistry,
there are thousands of compounds that
arenh simple antioxidants, and now
they are grabbing some spotlight.
These once unknown compounds isothiocyanates, tocotienols, tonnes
and limonoids- are showing they can
playa surprisingly strong, if not equally
important, cancer fighting role.
While antioxidants don't allow
canmrous cells to develop, these other
a

donors told him he
had ads an,d cancer in his bladder and
declared the entire organ would have to
be removed, Terence Clark sat in front
of a plate of carrots, beets. broccoli
A week alter the

and kale, preparing to eat.

For a hungry nun his saliva was
strangely unresponsive.
The 59 year olds palette was fond

of

perspiration inducing curry, strong
coffee, single malt whiskey and old
Martinique rum which he usually
finished off with the leisurely drag of a
cigarette. Vegetables were never a
priority.
But Terry Clark was determined that
no one was going to put a blade to his
Madder and sentenced him to pee from
a bag for the rest of his life.

A growing number of nutrition
scientists and biochemists are
beginning to understand the

underlying workings of fruits
,vegetables and grains with
respect to disease.
Ile decided he himself would beat back
the cancer to a neat excisable size. The

tumor would be cut out. The bladder
would stay in. The strategy: he would
t a lot of vegetables and he would eat
them raw. That's whoa frantic search
of the Internet in health books told him
to do.

Two weeks ago, when he went for
surgery, he discovered the tumor had
shrunk. The doctors merely scraped it
off his bladder as if awaeu bum.
Terry Clark feels great And, more
important, he pees as he always has.
A skeptic would say the tumor had
regressed spontaneously. It happens all
Me time But a growing number of
nutrition scientists and biochemists
beginning to understand the underlying
r
workings of fruits ,vegetables and
grains with respect to disease. Their
search suggests that Mr. Clark may in
fact have scored a phytochemical
triumph over his cancer cells.
Those same scientists are racing to
isolate, purified and increase the
potency of plant compounds, in
everything horn orange peels to oats,:
and turn them into cancer therapies
Fresh produce's content of Vitaminsespecially all vitamins A, C, and
ean wield and antioxidant blow to
potential cancers, by stopping free
radicals from binding to DNA and
eating an oxidized carcinogen. Over

B-

,

the past decade, research on antioxidamn has concluded that they help

prevent cancer.
But in the world of plant chemistry,
there are thousands of compounds that

compounds appear to be a sects,
disabling already cancerous cells in a
variety of ways. They either inhibit the
fast cell division that typifies tumors, or
they detoxify already active cardnogens.
Combined in the same plant, antioxiue compounds and those that inhibit
cell division may work like a tennis
d
bl matched roams cacn g wth:
If the antioxidants Soot get there first,
the plant compounds may get there
d

later.

This new understanding makes a
warning eight years
ears ago by loading
nutrition researchers K.Steinme and
John D. Potter even more pertinent: I
vegetables and fruits contain the nIh
carcinogenic cocktail to which we are
adapted. We abandon it at our peril"
Mr. Clark ate as much as he could
handle raw, except the rubbery, deep green kale." You can't eat Kale raw, it's
like a paper bag."
Cruciferous vegetables - the ones
children seem most o0en to slip under
the table or spit into their pocketcontain Inhlueynna. In the
laboratory, this class of plant corm
pou0da.luedam .rated 9 remmkablá,
ability to prevent cancer in animals. As I
far as researchers can discern,
sothiocynates stop carcinogens from
being metabolized into active carlin
causing agents, or cm detoxify an
.red Care wgera Some
rsothicnates can do both.

Current research also shows how
these compounds disable the tobacco
toxins in the body. as a result, they are
being touted as a potential therapy to
prevent lung cancer in smokers. (And
since smoking increases the risk of
bladder cancer, the activity of
sothicocyanates may explain why
crunchy crucifer., vegetables are
effective in the fights against that

large class
known

are

a

of 22,000 plant compounds

isoprenoids

-

had even

stronger effect by themselves.

rumor isoprenoids

Vet another

found in citrus fruits are moving fast
down the road to becoming cancer
therapies.

Mille University if Western

Ontario,

Ms (Athena, doing the ground work
that will develop the fragrant bitter
sting compounds found in orange
and lemon peels and seeds-

ammo,. _

into bona fide cancer drugs.
"We're very excited," she says,
"we're determining the appropriate

I

tors on animals

doses and
d maxim

right now."
Are these new plant compounds
chemotherapy drugs? In
the U.S. the national Cancer institute
has sponsored a raft of phase 2
Acd.
mewing

riab,

c.v.,.
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ails and Reg Sam both serve as Youth Council Executives.

Nuu- chah -nulth Youth Council

Meeting
Tseshaht Youth Centre
Port Alumni
e

.ee

I
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e.
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>mn dg.min.
tvt
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pm, July 21, 1999

Nuumhah -nulth Youth Council Youth representatives for Each First Nation:
Ahousahi rep: Margaret Titian
Missal rep: ten Rivers
Ehaitesaht rep: Noma Thompson
Hesquiaht rep: Penile Sabbas
rep: Fiona Porter
thin- ay -eht rep: Sarah Johnson
Ka:'yurr k'ih'/Cbe:k'tlea7el'b' rep: Vacant
habit Phials de ht rep: Louie Johnson .
that rep: Vacant
TIa-oquraht rep: Eugene Stewart
Toombs rep Vacant
Tseshaht rep: Samara Marshall
Uchueklesaht rep. lane Coma
Ucluelet rep: Kirk McCarthy

Moats..

Animals

The t'a -sii Project Is

a

sixteen week

pre -employment life skills program for
Aboriginal Persons Living with Disabilities Mat is funded by Human Resources

Development Canada. This program is
also a partnership between the Tseshaht
First Nation and North Island College,
Pon Alberni Campus. The rail project
was designed to assist Aboriginal
people Ming with disabllitiesobtain
training and skills that enhance and or
increase the inclusion of individuals
with disabilities into their community.

t'as ^ti Project's primary goal is to
assist the participants involved
achieve equality, independence
and the ability to contributeto
society to their full potential.
The primary focus of this project is to
ensure First Nations living with a
sability that experience extensive
barriers to employment have access to

full participation in community living.
Patti Project's primary goal is to assist
the participants involved achieve
equality, independence and the ability to
contribute to society to their full
potential.
As program manager/employment
counselor, I was challenged to provide

innovative specifically tailored programs
that facilitatethe increased independace and full participation of disabled
Aboriginal people on community life. To
men this challenge I established partnerships with individuals, groups,

agencies, organimlions, to provide
resources and support to assist the
participant in reaching hither
educational /employment goals.
Clients with disabilities encountered
significant barriers to employment,
training, and education. Our clients
have received excellent counselling
services and programs, which acorn

parr

addition the clients also received
support and encouragement from the
Ministry of Advanced Education
Training and Technology (MAETT)
training consultants, Janis Waite and
Lucille Lebreque. Furthermore, they
have received appropriate information
and financial support from Peggy
gins
Hartman, Assistant Manager
y
Business Canada- External Del
Officer for the ten- chaMnulth Errs
none Development Corperaion.
Specific recognition must go to Rick
Olson, Community Education Programmer for assisting the program manager
obtain training to meet the needs of this
cent group. It is essential for our
clients to believe that the result of their
hard work, training and risk taking will
theft in long term personal success. It
is important for our clien to feel that
their contribution of energy, skills, and
training will be welcome in our
economy.
Initial contact was made with
Mr.Olson at the start of the program
when he was asked to register rho
Tali Project as a community educe.
don program. These courses included
WEB OAP Level I, Traffic Control,
and Cashier Training. These comma
lily education courses were selected to
our clients obtain training and
skills necessary to obtain ongoing,
seasonal or intermittent employment.
Selecting small certificate training

;;

ure'

and

,elf mn with

_

each accomplish-

ment.
It is essential for our clients to believe
that the result of their hard work
training, and risk taking will result in
long tern persona successes It is
important for our clients ,feel rho
their contribution of energy, skills, and
training will be welcome in our
economy.
y.
Evidence that the program has been
successful may be fond by reviewing
t in Ed
of /T iring
theco
Programs. All fifteen students panic.
pated i t computer training. Ten students participated in WCB OFA level
inks
I, 4 participated in cashier
students participated in Traffic Control,
two students registered in upgrading
course at the Community Skills
Centre. One student registeredN and was
accepted into the 1999/2000 NIC
Professional Cook Training Program.
One student was accepted into 1999/
2000 NIC college preparation courses.
Five students have received their 1999/
2000 registration packages for
ing.

tarn,

.

rL v.

r

4"w
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Front (I -r) - Clifford Mundy, Karen Frank. Shade., Dick and Carmen
(cana me. Middle row -Marion Gallic, Dorothy Coates, Laura
McCarthy, TobiasJones and Doug Wilson. Back row -Brian Wilson
and Charlie Watts.
The TOM Project class would like to

Wendy Gallic

acknowledge the following people who
helped during the 16 weeks at North

Students raised funds to cover costs

Island College.
I am

of

also forwarding

a

list of winners

the 50/50 draws and raffles the class
.

held during the

16

SOSO winners

weeks.
.

e

K.J., Lisa Watts, Tracey Robinson,

not covered by the program. These
include Elder's Easter Luncheon! June 4, 1999 t'asii Grad

luncheon -Cali ils in
Thank all those involved in the pro-

gram
Tseshaht First Nation for sponsor -

-

ing program

Robinson, Linda Thompson, Sylvia
W il Item and Leslie Madsen.

-

Wrestling Tickets

-

disabilities varied from
mild to extreme. There is some ovedry
among (physical /memd/sensory)
disabilities in this program. The t'asii
Project followed the definition provided
by the World Health Organization.
All fifteen participmis in the program
had a physical disability. One recently
suffered a broken wrist, another was
an amputee, others had sensory/visud
proteins and other problems included
in anal /emotional well being. Despite
these challenges the participants
learn new
welcomed
would
enhance
and
training
that
skills
their marketable skills.
Students that participated in the
Computers, WCB OFA Level 1, Traffic
Control and Cashier Training expressed
their appreciation for receiving flexible.
quality training from the bloody and
Out mere
supportive
contracted to deliver services. Each
participant built on previous successes
and continued to request further
training, Unfortunately the program
lacked sufficient funds to continue
seeking other training courses.
Measuring personal growth and change
in attitude is now possible Their Eves
have changed dramatically as the
practice new skills with their peers,
families and in their communities.
The students are building on their
successes and are handing rejection
and failure with more confidence
Cumulatively, these experiences are life
changing and are essential for actively
engaging the world. Building on the
above surceases. h Is now possible to
our s diem moving toward their
Thee goals t include short and
gods. These
long -term planning of the client to
obtain the skills and training necessary
to obtain ongoing, seasonal or intermit.

Cedar bracelet by Anthony Hunt

tent employment.
This training package was made
possible by establishing a positive
working relationship with Apr Rick
Olson of North Island College, Pert
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Despite these challenges the
participants welcomed opportun ilks to learn new skills and
training that would enhance their
marketable skills.

...nil..

41J 4

-

_

Ron Stenger, Joyce Court, Helen

In this program

)J4{

4
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served

11

skidoos with disabilities, from
faculty and staff at North Island
College, Port Alberni Campus. In

has,

blglkun

Project Provid es Opportunities for
People with Disabilities
to gradually build confidence

age

.ncerd

7,

1

and the reaffect which cancers,
ar
quired potency and bio-availabilty of
each of them.
If you're healthy but prudent you
don't have to wait for the science to
be exact to harvest the healthy upside
or hoot compounds: Increasing the
proportion of plants you eat - raw,
1d
fresh, whole fruits, vegetables and
grains- and increasing the variety of
them in you diet is a no lose prop,.
tion.
Terry Clark never thought his raw
vegetable regime would replace
surgery - he wanted the doctors to
cut his tumor out all along But he
credits his strategy with reducing
what had to be cut out.
And he's no rabbit food purist "I
never ate s much as said would,"
he admits. The following Monday he
was back to his routine: he woke up
early, stuffed his juicer with carrots,
broccoli, kale, red pepper and Swiss
chard and swallowed quickly. "Now
that the stress is gone II is actually

r

3020 led Avenue
Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 2A5

1

-

colon cancer cells. When combined,
both from

Iii Eson.

Other research is testing the new
plant compounds
such as
tun mods in combination with
existing cancer drugs. There's a huge
amount of work to be done just to
identify which plant compounds

fruits and vegetables, suppressed the
proliferation .bran. leukemia and

them.

Taylors Flower Shop

fTDy

says

leukemia and breast cancer cells. Betanano
which is found in a variety of

-

take time- you have to use

massive amounts (of the compounds)

n

There'sa huge amount of work to
he done just to identify which
plant compounds affect which
re
and the required potency
and bo.availabiltyofeach of

Iimncon &pews
too
Personalized Weddings Mush
Mastercard
Silk Trees Flowers
Lott q¡g¡Rmear
=Í
Phone: 723-6201

"It will

.

the two p501000emicals

t'asii

patients.

well, been bearing fruit too. In April ,
the journal of Nutrition published a
study, by University of Wisconsin
professor of nutritional sciences
Charles Elam, of the way two plant
compounds slowed the growth of
cancerous cells in people. (iam
anal, from cereals and vegetable
oils derived from palm oil, olive and
rice bran, stalled the growth of

n

'

tied on small groups of cancer

el ut

77/1,...7. 7i
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Steve

North Island College for a classroom for the program
(aselle Wikclud. HR10' Program
Officer for funding the program
Jennifer Dame. Tseshaht First
Nation for funding the Campbell
River field trip to mend the Visions

Kaye.

Grad Luncheon Raffle

-

Fruit basket- Flossie Manin

for Youth Career Fair
foe coNTC, Louise
sponsoring the 2 day Grief and
Loss workshop. May 1920,

Mona Fournier

Child's dance apron by Barbara
Johnson

-Mike

faith

-

Godard

Crootkhdedeuket by enieivBlmmpidde
r.,
luny A. Dick
Unframed print by Annie M. George Kevin Erickson
Unframed prim by Annie M. George-

-

Alberni Campus. highly recommend
community education courses to
iuds, community service age's

1999

PAFC for co- sponsoring the 2 day
Grief and Loss Workshop May 19/
20, 1999

North Island College faculty and
staff for supporting the program
PatriciaBlampied
Dan lack. Marie Rush -NTC
Janis Almond, Mac Newton, SIC
Flossie Manin, Karen Webster

l

cies, and Special Needs Programs
because they are accessible. affordable,
and they provide quaky education and
training to the genera population.
Congratulations to dl of the lass
Project students for their accomplish -

-

Thanks for the Donations to:
Quality Foods

Fairway Market
Safeway
Tseshaht Market

-

easii students who received
Certificates of Completion at
North Island College Graduation

-

-

soda's

Ceremonies at ADSS on June
24th, 1999 are:
Dorothy Coors - Uchucklesaht First
Nation
Dick - Tseshaht First Nation
Marion Gallic - Tseshaht First Nation
Tobias Jones - Hesquiaht First Nation
Laura McCarthy - Ucluelet First Nation
Charlie Watts Tseshaht First Nairn
Karen Webster- Tla- O- qui -abt First
Nation
Brian Wilson - Covichan First Nation
Douglas Wilson Tseshaht First Nation
Victoria Wilson - Tseshaht First Nation

Shalt

ed

Mamie N

First Nation

ils,

-

Flossie Martin

-

James Coates

-

Tseshaht First Nation
Ucluelet First Nation

Hesquiaht First Nation
Tla -o- qui -aht First Nation

Charlotte McKay

Lilo

\alley

Hobby Corner

Clip21
Little Deli

receiving Certificates of Participation
Canaan (gamma Tseshaht First
Nairn
Par First Nation
Larry Elliot Clifford Mundy Ucluelet First Nation
Vasil students

Nark

b7

Island College

Barbara Johnson
Cary inHunt

Highway House
Stone

Rosa Ross - Tseshaht First Nation

Kevin Titian - Ahousahi First Nation
George Williams - Ahousahi First
Nation
Norma Williams - Tseshaht First Nation

hI milt

-

Jai Design

Shopper's Drug Mart
House of Himwitsa
-

-

Anthony Hunt
PaviciaBlampied

1

J

G
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Breaking All The Boundaries

poet's
nook

Nuu- chah -nulth Liaison
continued from page 15
Now retired, Robb fills his time as a
volunteer in the Emergency Ward at

V9

Victoria General, the Victoria Arthritis
Society, and started at the RBCM as
volunteer last year before being hired on
as the Nuu -shah -ninth Cultural Liaison
for Public Programs at the museum.
"It's my job to make Nuu -shah -nulth
people feel comfortable when they
come to see their exhibit," said

f

What
What
That

the museum."
Robb can usually be found in the

-

Kris Berger, and Darn Willier stand with tradiRonal walking staff that is being passed on from First Nation to First
Nation across North America.
(1-r) Ralph Edgar,

Bill
Editorial/assist.)
by Denim

--

Shakespeare. After these two produclions
waned to create a products W

ill,

own.
Derry Witter has spent the last three
months producing "Breaking All The
Boundaries". A showcase ofNsa.
Ash mash songs and dances. The
production was the idea and work of
Witter, from Oafish
Dalbek First Nation,
ever since he arrived here. Originally
from High Prairie, Alberta, Willier
anted to create something that
proudly displayed First Nations
culture.
"I realized there was no awareness of
the cultural essence of this area. I
anted to make! difference. I knew 1,
could create something that made a .n
difference," said Willier. The show
was designed to create awareness
within the non- native community and
to encourage cultural development
within the Nuu-chah -nulth communities, empeciely within the youth.
'I wanted to create awareness within
the youth. One day you will became a
doctor or an Olympic athlete as a
result of this show. I want this too
moos atepeople"said

Witter.

Wither came to Port Alberni three
months ago and began working with
the Capitol Theatres production of
The Mel.. Ile Brathes and A Slice of

Mooring ARM. Boimi gatnvolved
the ames dance group, leal by Ralph
Edgar, and the Dancing Spirit who
performed several songs and dances.

Along with the songs and dances came
several stories and explanations of what
the dances were about.
The event began with Edward Tatoo.
speaking about Nuu -shah -nulth culture
and what the chiefs role was within the

community. "This has been a long time
coming. To learn about our culture and
sharing and our songs and dancing,"
OHM,
out

a

of peace

staff is unknown, however, it began its
journey in Oklahoma. The staff was
given to Edgar from the Underwood
family of the Cowichan Nation.
Hosted by Witter and Erin Berger, the
event
from July to July 4. -Maybe
this is something that will happen every
year. Maybe I will inspire someone to
to work on this grooms" said
Wil lieve
Witter works for the Unite Native
Nations Local 144 as the planar.
1

a

WANTED

Iat

A.

a

hero!

To me each and every one
us living today are
Heroes but we just don't
Know it.

Of

.

brier

t(Eg('

and

and rivalry,

impormnee of learning about themHeir &wily and their heritage to
Roc tion
ability to be empathetic

ova

os

Name withheld by request.

s,Eagles

are all one and we need

I

take into heart what they are being told.

Youth are learning to be their leaders
and caretakers, to be caring, responsible and loving today, for everybody
tomorrow. Youth need to begin to be
sincerely seeking answer, that will help
them develop themselves. As lot her
own constant self growth Helen strives
to someday be the supportive, accepting, loving and encouraging person that

1

her mother was

Come Join Us for the

1999 Huu- ay -aht First Nation

Youth Conference
August 23 & 24
1999 :

aui/,üJJA

aOITA.VI

Ram field Marine Station
Contact Sherri Cook at -888- 644 -4555
a

1

For more information

KUU -US CRISIS LINE
46'

24 hrs /day

days a week
Port Albemi, Bamheld, the West Coast, etc.
- - 7

Teen Line

-

Adult Line

--

- 723-2040

Reminder: The next update
meeting in Seattle will take place on
the weekend

of July

31

and

August I.
Marie Rush will be attending both
sessions

+:sa

Hoopgnista Says Thank You
would like to thank my elders Nan
Hilda, Nan Sarah Short, Also Short,
grand Aunt Delores Bayne. Aunt Patsy
Nicolaye, Agnes Oscar, Ilona and
Jimmy and Ann Justin for everything
they have done to teach me how to be
a young lady. For all the hahope and
words of wisdom.
will always
remember those wards in my mind and
pass them down to my children, nieces

Let our office help you to keep in
ouch with your off reserve members. The United Native Nations has
membership of over 350 natives of
all nations. The majority of status
natives live off reserve. Let us keep
your
our Newsletters, Band Announce.
on file for YOUR members to read.
SEND, United Naive Nations,
Local lase
5060 Argyle Street,
Pon Albemi, B.C.,

V9Y IV4
Tel: (250)723 -Bill
Foe (250) 723 -8132.

I

would also like to thank family for
coming along ways Hem,.
Ahousaht, Port Alberni and Victoria to
celebrate this special occasion with my
parents and I.
The people that helped with the
1

cleaning, cooking, setting on the table,
and chairs, the school for the cooper.
tion during all the training I was going
through and for these use of the gym
and kitchen. Tlahko, Tlahko.
I want to give
very, very special
thanks my uncle k kraut (Ron
Hamilton) for everything Ile has done
for us. We all love you very much.
'Jimmy Nicolaye for coming to do
practice with us before the ceremony.
I would like to give another special
thanks my parents Wake., (Peter
Hanson) and Verna Hanson for the
wonderful experience and letting me
know how important I am to them and
how important our culture is to us as
kó us people. Thank you to my
brothers Russell and Shawn for their
support and also my wonderful older
sister lam for her help and support
with eveÿ<! 1141,21da`f V: tG s
growing up. Thank you to all the
woman that escorted me to the school
the center or anywhere I needed to go
and keeping an eye out for me.
Thank you to the singers and my
family foe getting their groove on the
Boor and dancing for me it was
awesome
my cousins dancing
for the firsttime, it meant allot to me.
hope you

will

do it again when you

With love Hoopquista.

TEAHKO,TLAHKO

I

would like to thank all the people

who assisted us when we were in a
car accident on lone 25, 1999 on the

To0nolPort Alberni Highway.
A great big thank you to my brother
loves Gilbert "Moose" Frank and
Fred Adams who helped out by taking
the groceries and personal belongings
to Torino. Thank you to Fred, again,

for transporting the girls to the how,tal to get checked out. Thanks to my
little relatives who helped us carry our
"little bit" of stuff from our car to
yours that evening, we really aepreciate a

Thanks to Cindy Dennis and Louis
Frank for staying out on the highway

with me while I was waiting patiently
for the RCMP to show up. It means
the world to me for all of you who
stopped and expressed your concern
and those who stopped an in mudaily travels to even ask how are we
doing. Many, many thanks.
Lisa Sabbas, Monica Sabbas, Bonita
and Sabrina

Williams

1

long time friends Math Komi and
Freda Shaughnessy (My instructors
from upgrading). They gave me a lot
of guidance (personally and academially). Thank you to "Superwoman'

College- Janice Simcoe.
She was there for me when 1 was lost
at Camosun

and confused. Thank you Janice for
the hugs, laughter, friendship and

support.
In September 1998 -1999

1

was

working on my Masters of Arts and
Indigenous Government at the

t:ñ
i

(Allele's aunt, uncle's and grandma).
They helped me with my children soon
much while I studied for mid -terms
and finals. Jean was always there for
Inc - Thank Noll I am always grateful
for them all. To my mom and uncle
I

Clilrfunphordrrd *HO birwrudggeo de°
of encouragement, without them I do

if I would have made it.
Especially the letters that came from
my mother - they strengthened me
during my weaknesses. Thank you to
my children, who put up with a lot of
not know

y

fV'

ril
a

struggles

Omagh it all physically and emotionally. One of my instructor, Andrea
Walsh helped me through the many
difficult times. Even though she had a
very busy schedule, she put time
aped, for us to talk. With her "unbar
encouragement and advise I have
completed a year of graduate studies.
There were so many people in my
life that helped me along the way - for
all those I have missed - Thank you!
All l can say is [did not do it on my
own I ern grateful to all those people.
Last, but defiantly not least, I thank
the Creator for giving me the strength
and courage to pull through with this

Whoa withstood of belief and
some taken care of from the people

and

me,

I

have accomplished what

-

thought was only a dream.
Bettina ThoLove and Gratitude
I

mas

grading our guests and making

Relatives and friends
Tahko Dohko for loamy of you who

care in

Kyuqum for our Daughter
"Hoopgwista." Woods could never explain
the mom afQuin& we feel for you all

though it isn't your duty. Dabko,
Tlahko, you will always haven place in

gamma Rona, far away to share this

There are ro many people to thank but
we should keep t short, so to the cooks
the sandwich makes the clean Of crew,

sure they got to our place and the hall,

same

the celebration of the
occasion
"coming of age- for our youngest daughter

joyus

Special Thank You

late night papers, readings. and
weekends of studying l thank than
for their understanding and patience
and their shoulders to cry on when
needed it. And to my boyfriend Jose,
Thank you for your help in my
studies and your knowledge. You
made studying easier. Wow! had so
many people in my Pik during my
studies. My friends, especially Gina
Watts (remember the weekends we
had to stay in and study! Arghl) My
1

Marie Smith (19), Thomas Vincent
Watts (14) and Julia Emerald Reyes
Thomas (2 mouths).
I received a Bachelors degree in Social
Work (with distinction) November
1997 from the University of Victoria. I
wanted to give thanks to the many
people that helped rah, through the years
of my schooling. First of all, Thank
You NTC for the assistance and
guidance with my studies. The Smith
family: /can, James, Joe, and Fran

I

-

ALL BANDS AND
NATIONS

1

and nephews.

open meetings for anyone to attend
Sunday, August I ": and we

anticipate that the sessions on will
be individual meetingsand counselling. We will also, grow oolong
update information about the treaty
process and state of negotiations.

Hi my mom" Bettina Josephine
Thomas. am from Ahcusaht. My
mother is Helen (Thomas)
and my fats is the late Billy Ray Arthur.I have three children: Alicia

1

arc asked.
be

Thank You from Bettina Thames

I

I

Saturday, July 31": we
that the sessions with Mariee will

s

723 -4050
free number 1- 800 -5$8,87117 for long distance callers.
Manned by adult and teen volunteers
.

Seattle Treaty
Update Meeting

to work together to see what changes
we an make. The young need to learn
to listen to what elders are saying and

fortunate. They need to work with each

I,.b

I

1

Who "Macro?

other first nations that mere can be
great change.
The message Helen would like to teach
our youth and future leaders is the

Toll
w

hero is .someone
true to themselves like

a

To me I have to say that
I have too many to just
Pick one

common while she was growing up. As
she sited and finally moved back she
sees change with the NTC setting
precedents with anti -drinking and drug
rules. Nuu-chah -ninth is and example to

The

are interested contact Charlotte Rampanses
(250) 724 -3232.

Who is

Continued from page 2

-

If you

hero?

a

That is
Elders are to their
Grandchildren

and serve oh hers who are not as

shah -nulth Community and Human hers ices Program is
looking for Nuu -shah -ninth First Nations Family Care Homes for
children in care. The home would be expected to:
provides physically and emotionally afe,.umu ring lgmily
environment
soc
u ago and support the child's relationship the natural'
family
to work with the chiid'sSocial Worker and other care plan team
members
to pros ide char. reasonahleand behavioral expectations unique
to child's needs
and to be willing toparticipatcin training in family care.
The applicants will he requested to complete a Police Records
Cheek and provide references.

are when they

The Hero in every one
Of us because Naha
Inner strength and wisdom
That is deep down inside of Us.
All my relations, Regina Jackson

Helen Dick

bsmee brmithlO'3
designed around the theme

and dignity. Who made the

To me

RBCM: (250) 387 -2016,
cellular phone: (250) 727.1984,
or by email: robbighome.com

hynraad Mika

staff

What is

Robb can be reached at the museum ac

said Tatoosh.

FAMILY CARE HOMES

-

giflshop, explaining designs, crests, and
other elements of Nuu -shah -nulth art to
museum visitors. Remembering the
cultism, teachings he received as e
young man growing up in Bamfield,
Robb shares his interest and enthusiasm
for Nuu-chah -nulth art and culture with
everyone he meets at the museum.
"I'm kind of like an ambassador for
our people," said Robb. adding he hopes
\use -A W -ninth people visiting the
museum will climact him with any
questions, concerns or comments they
have about the Royal B.C. Museum, and
the Oclysfwanum Exhibit.

I

I

What is ahem'
To me a hem is someone
That is so full of
Love, Care, UnderstandingAnd patient like mother is with her
child.

officials about protocols and the way
things are done from a Numchah -nulth
perspective. I'm really in my element at

i

full of life like

play with their siblings

I'm also teaching museum

In response to the article on single
parents. I myself have lived with my

I

hero is someone

a

is so

Little puppies

Johnson.

u

hero?

ahem?

is

To no

is a

rage 21

Kleco's

A Letter to Ha- ShiIth -es
mother for ten years. My father put her
through a whole lot of pain with abuse.
Not only her but my brother and two
sisters also. I don't remember much of
my childhood years. I know it's
because of all the scary things that
happened in our home., am really glad
my mother took us away from all that
we are stronger, happier and we are not
shad. I know when we left our home
we were all upset. Wondering, where
are we going to go7 I also know our are
was tough at first. With
the help of tr
and family, this is
where we get our strength. My father
is full of broken promises and there is
no one to blame on that. Ile doesn't
understand on what he is missing out
n. I grew up used to the fact that it's
only mom. She is trying to do the best
for us. I am proud of the strength she
had to leave. To the young people out
them; don't feel limbo end of the
world because your parents are split
up. Maybe it's for the better. Be there
for her (mom) and support her feeling.. Mom always does what's right
for you. Be strong and caring and be
happy you have Mom. know I am
proud to have my mother beside me.
Thank You Mom.

-

who

is

now

mildopgwisla.

the escóus, the elders the

For

relatives and friends who couldn't get here,
she knot Irene, or Shihltapiaksp any non.
she

imo besotted Heopgwista when you

see her around.

Halm. you are amen that

form our all

is

always were

love you very much. You

oso

valuable history and teacher to us in all the
business we have. take car of Thank
youym very much for being a huge Weil

family. %mallow blessings in
having you here for us, Tahko I lukaa for
always being so 0111,0gto help us and teach
US

a

ron

our heart.

lem

Many,ntany.naMTlakos,myu
for absolutely every thing model for am

Your name will always be brought up to our
grata children for you are atremendous
value& our family. Tlahko Tlahko!
Hyupshihhh you did not hesitate when see
asked for your help, you one hone We
will alwaysremember you forthin. You ae
a valuable singe. our family, dunks so
much for sharing, and helping us. YOU

NOd. and

all

the students who supported Hoopgwista
in her long preparation journey. Dank
you all for your support cooperation,
enumerator, and all the knowledge

had by

all that were involved from

beginning to red. Thank you to this
community for being supportive and
staying upat the school being apen of all
that lam happened. last we must
acknowledge the school students for your
awesome good behavior though the
ceremony. Thanks kid, for that respect
you resew. TIMko to all Ihe manes.
grand aeries and grandmothers fat
helping es see this though.
Tlahko to the rest dour family who took
part with a good heart for Hoopgwista
because that's what it was all about"
Hcopgwiva "becoming who she is today.
So Mom and my sisters and brothers.

mama. nephews, it was an incredible
feeling watt all of you date to do something and data together. Tahko to you

were awesome!

all my clear family.

Mn- Mahgwiioo, nahko for continuing to
be aped friend and a great aquas to the
things we have to do, you took really good

Many Monks again.
Waketom, Hyupitah, Na oAt.
Hcopgwista Shikashu & Tcltakwasktin.
The Hanson Family ofMahtswlmi
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Well there my gorgeous dad, its
another day and year, I sure am glad
that have your eyes, and yyour have a
n
our. There never goes a day without
you on my mind dad. am just proud
Mat I was your first daughter and very
glad. I am proud of you dad, for all of
the things you've done for me. When
you look in the mirror dad, is me that
you really sec. People say are you
"Chester's Daughter?" I will say oh
yeah, but "Happy Fathers day dad and
love you ever so much. Love always
and forever, your daughter always.
Mrs Carol Biotin - Madersdorfir,
Don, and Samantha, Nick Fred and

Ira

1

Ina

the end!

'

Your number one fan,
Denies Thomas

r

mom.

.O

and

k7

-

mr-{

tl

li

This is to my friend Lori Campbell of
Ahnusaht British Columbia, Lori had
completed that Core Training Program,
with a lot of help from your friends
suppose but look forward and keep
moving and striving. Hey Lori am sure
1

1

O

of yourself and

keep

smiling from a friend always Carol
Mattersdorfer.

R.

Happy Belated Birthday Naha Grongo
from Dad, Dorothy, Justin and Desiree.
Happy Belated Birthday In August Dick
for May 13'" Love Mom, Sheila, Justin
and Desiree.
Happy Birthday to Sheila Dick on June
147 and Justin Dick on brae I x^' Love
from Mom, Norm, Desiree, August III.
Nathan.

Lave flan your wife Mrs. Card RJahn
Mattersdorfer you borer half (oh well)
and you firs children. Samantha,

=ate.

and Jessica

also.

means
1

e

ci

f

us,

eccilait

minivan. she holds a la of

r
HAPPY

l4 ^. Birthday

like err...
Well sister take are of
yourself and each other. From your fried^
sister always, Carol RJohnsorter.
Happy beard Father's Day bury impend

Well there my gorgeous dad, its
another day and year,
sure em glad that have your eyes,

only husband Don Mattersdorfer
As ! awake thought of making you an

There

1

an eyes that rack

Because it's your Don, in
We

I

very'hat"

We sure hope that you had an excellent day

dim,
its

You know why because
really care...

us that prove wc

I

T

non mesa day

,wYmì

j

-

.

Ifi@IRill

without you on

L

/Y

e

things you have done for m,
When you look in the mirror dad, it is
me that you will really see...
People say are you "Chester's daughterT' will say oh yeah,
But "Happy Father's Day dad and
love you ever ono much.,. Love always
and former. you daughteralways...
Mn. Carol R.Jnbn Manersdorier, Don,
and children.
Happy Father's Day envy father -inlaw. dad, grampa. and friend,
,

A

Mr.Richard(Rick)Donahue
Do this day Rick, I sure hope that you
stand proud of yourself,

,.

t

Donald, Samantha, Nicolas. Frederick
Jessica, and myself...
Are very happy to have you as a role
model to all of us.
Oat yourself on the back, because
you've made a big plus!
Thank you for being there for your
grandchildren, it means a Jos.
We love you owned much, so keep

would like to lake this time and
energy be thank the Ahousaht First
Nation Education Authority and
Committee. On behalf of my husband
Sir Donald Michael Mattersdorfer
proud son of Mrs. Marie Donahue
(ere) Frank, Proud grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Mattersdorfer of
Bumaby BY and late grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. David Frank Sr of Ahnusaht.
Donald had completed three years t
North Island College herein Pen
Alberni, and Is now transferred in
Nanaimo, B.C. tit Malaspina Lni versus College and my darling husband is
going to major in `social worker
r
Program" Don was encouraged by his
I

.

Some things never change
SHMO! Welcome home and

smiling, it's you we've gel...
"Happy Days, Happy Father's Day

Happy Birthday for July San.
Lots of love from Auntie Renee
& Uncle Jackie,

Love always and forever, your daughter always... Carol R.JohnMattersdorfer, Ibn, and children.

Happy belated Father's Day to all my
brothers. Evans. Joseph Thomas, Peter
Charles. John Sr. and George Chester
John Jr. of Ahnusaht. sure hope that
you loved your gift that I gave you all.
Los from your sister Carol R John .Nattersdnrfer.
!teeny 43" Birthday to my stepmom.
Grace Sutherland Ines) Marshall on June
20, 1999. Love from ('aril, Don and
v
family.
'
1

I

l0^
Birthday for
HAPPY

lely

13 ^.

Robert Joseph
Bachelor of Law
Master of Art (Planning)
Ran ll for of Arts

ore.

Special Anniversary wishes to Alec
and Darlene Dick, Curtis and Margaret Dick, John and Gail Hayes,
Norman and Dorothy George. Love
Dom all your children, nieces,
nephews and grandchildren.
Sheila, Bertha, Kelsey: We would like
to wish you girls the best, we are all
very proud of you girls. Miss you
guys.

We Would

like. wish Casandra Dick

Happy 77 Birthday on July 23 ". Love
you lots. Love your Auntie Marie and
Jim.
We would like to wish my sis Jeannine
Dick a Happy Belated WO Birthday on
July 1W Love you sis Marie and Jim.
a

Dom September 2, 1977
left us lune 13, 1999
Lanny Ross Sr. would like lo thank all
of the wonderful people who helped
share in the loss of my son Lanny Ross
1

Mahoy

Love Dad,

Jr.

Mom and

To the people who searched for him.
Radio Stations, Newspapers, Posters.
He was in
lot of peoples hearts. To the
cooks and people who set up the Maht-

.

v

_

1

0

e

Happy Binhday to my sisters Yvonne
Lucas, July 25^ and Colleen Gus on
July 21 ", Ang Gladys Gus on July 10.
Happy Belated Birthday to Gail Gus on
July 24 and Mica Janice on July 23'".
ti
Love sis Julie x05(0.'

wOfBJPWot
very
glad...
daughter and
I am proud of you dad, for all the

In memory of My Son
Lanny Clarke Christopher
Ross Jr. Mahoy

We would
like to wish

Happy 87 Binhday Alex Gus for July
Love Julie, Anton, Danielle and

I

I11/i

Pooh.

XOXOXO

or)

Born February 14, 1959
Left us May 13,1999

Congratulations little Albert Jr. on your
success in completing the Inca
program we are so proud of you. It
was and honor being able to see you
face some of the boners in life and
also taking step towards knowing
yourself We are behind you all the
way 1101 ROD. We love you very
much and encourage you to continue
on your journey. Love Mom and Dad
(Remise and Albert Clutesi) and Auntie

our @ugh.
er Danielle
Watts a

Happy Binhday to my niece T aralyn
Duncan on July 5^. love Auntie Paula
and Family.
We'd like to wish our Special Friend
Gera Thomas a Happy Birthday on
July I6^ have ages day! From your
friend Pauli. Guavas Family.
Happy Binhday to a
ul Sister
Caroline on July 17 have a great day
's! Love your Sister Paula Cliff and
Family.
Happy Birthday to Monica lane
Sabbers on July 176, have a great day
Cues! From your Cue Paula, Cliff and
family.
Happy Binhday Auntie Monica lane.
Lae of Love. Ooksy- May.
May.

Tank-

of

Michael Phillip Manson

Congratulations Rod

Desire.

and

In Loving Memory

would like to say Happy Birthday to
Tracy Amos, Dana Jack, Crystal
Johnson, Margaret Johnson in July,
From Marie Dick.
I

9',

1

Gin idemoziuln

a

Desiree.

Samantha Shirley -Marie Matesdorfer.
Born July 3, 1985. Have a good day
daughter. we love you too much.
Love Mom, dad, Nick, Fred, and

Jessica.

cane. lac --Mare% sibs e'iran

We would like to wish Sherry Ross
Happy Binhday on July 31st Love
lames and Marie.

to our daughter

Ktopoea, halm sure Pad dam..
Keep maim hawse people say you look
look

l.nm."

Rod for special mom
For your warm generous ways,
That add joy and laughter
To so many days.
I thank god for how
You have always barn Ibee.
To
And to show me you
ou care.
I thank god for all
Off the kind things you do.
For your bean of pure gold.
That forever shines through
Your wonderful ways.
Give my life special pleasure
I thank God for you "Mom"
I would just like to congratulate my
mom for her sobriety on July I" going
we to 3 years mom congratulations
you Love
sana all really proud
Is of
Ilene, Julia, Wayne Jr, Jameson, Bible
Earl and your loving husband Wayne
George Sr.

Thanks to grandma Ina .ties and Dart,
Uncle Percy, Sal and Louie, Y. W.A.bt
and all their family and friends for
helping them financially or just keeping
in ouch with them. You guys as
always thee. Klein, Klee°.
Happy Birthday to Mike and Alex
Mark. From your cousins.

ale. me because ifs you

who is making big ditlivence for yourself
and your children.
Greta is a single mother of four children
who are 13,11, 6 and 3 yaps old. She is an

(hank

I

I

can do it, anyone

aa

weighed lien 9os. We were blessed on
the day she was born. Welcome to the
world Julia! Love mama Bettina
Thomas, papa - lose Reyes, sister Alicia, brother - Thomas. and cousin Tifany Lace.

are proud

if Don

bd
oJ

,

Don your doing

and Jessica.

would like to introduce a new edition
to our family. Her name is Julia Emerald
Reyes Thomas. Sheaves boat in
Victoria May 2. 199gm 4:50pm. She

Y.

Dyne

condo it.
Klero to you all from Donald's wife always
Mrs. Cad JohrAlWersderfer and Family.
Congratulation bmy gorprous sine Ms.
Greta Fanny John Greta has completed her
Customer SenriceChunc
ludo Nmh Ilan
Coll géant. acknowledge many data

big plus! Thank you for been there for
you grandchildren it means a lot. We
love you ever so much, do keep smiling
it means. lot, so keep smiling; its you
gal. "Happy days, Happy
Fathers day Dad._." Love from your
n Donald Michael Mattersdorfer,
Carol, Samantha, Nicholas, Fredrick

I

smiling'thoo"

fume Keep striving keep lgushing
keep moving. all you young graduara,

because

Jessica.
Happy fathers day to my father in law,
Dad, Grandpa and friend Mr. Richard
(Rick) Donahue.
On this day, Rick I sure hope that you
sand proud of yourself, Donald,

e

of yourself and keep

the

for

eli

r

worth while.

the best your can for

Spm9m14,,NIf119/Pbfr 97Áo 999 §
dhd'Jrykdlf Eesse 9 happy
are ÿoò
role
model
to
all
m.
Pd
n
of
yourself
on the hack, because you've made a

4'',

about you too,
Until then, take care

amain

I

Counsellor, so I had the honour of
handing Alicia her papers at her pram
was excited and especially proud
Mat she made it. l know the struggles
of homework and she was sl000w with
her, but, she made it. I wish her all the
best
future education. As of
today she is studying at (Ammon
College. She plans to get into Business
Administration in September 1999.
Keeper up Alicia
It's all worth it in

allays pleasure for mer brag

Nicola, Frederick

Not

would like to say "Happy Fathers
Day to my Dad" George Chester John

1

1

at the

Island College especially. á.
ole, he
was very helpful to Don
Don spoke
highly about him. S
again, Don sa
living legend and a living product groan
find his
what he loves.
goal is
very impursa. and I am proud. be his wife
of 17 year s and I found 'h very challenging

I

Congratulations o my daughter
Alicia Marie Smith. She graduated from
Victoria High School June 1999. At that
time was the First Nations District

itmntlas

It is

More Birthday Wishes and Congratulations

'

-

mom, dad. sister, his immediate family us, and il was like walking on egg shells.
To the Nuu- shah -nulth Employee In the
Education Department SIT.. Blair Thompson, Kelly Johnson, and Victoria Watts,
they all participated as well and kept Don

Page 23
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Man gym, Thank York

truly would like. thank all of the
Nuuchah-ninth bands and NTC who
1

Our brother Michael was a really
lough. young, happy man Ile was
loving and caring. he was alma great
brother, father, uncle, nephew, cousin,
grandfather, and also a great friend to
all the people he has touched in their
lives,
lly to all his brothers and
sisters.
l
loved his brothers sisters, his
Ile
children and his first grandchildren very
much. As well all the friends and
relatives he knew.
Michael had a lot of respect for the
pople around him that was a big part
of his lila
We all loved our brother, uncle,
nephew, cousin, grandfather very
much. We rill all miss hat wan auch
Rest In peace forev0YMichael.
l

Love Always,
The Manson family

In Loving Memory
of My near Mother
Rose Louise Charleson
(September 2, 1962

Ross Sr., Lamy, family, and the Ross

family.

Free

1

two spirits
Soaring up high.
Like an Eagle.
I know then,
You are soaring by my side.
For your spirit,
Has guided me this far.
1

see

Like an Eagle.
My spirit will soar,
When my Eagle transforms,
Our spirits mac

Like
To my mother and father, Brothers
and sisters. I thank you for giving me
Ire gth Again Thank You
P.S.

August 13,

by Dianna-lo Charleson
As I sit by a cliff,
On a cool tarry evening.
l dose try eyes,
And soar by your side.
Like an Eagle.
As open my eyes,
I look up in the sky.

1

1

-

1998)

sent telegrams, caret and donations. I
thank you Rev. Simon Dennis for the

support to all of my family and friends.
I thank you Hamilton Watts for answering my questions, ad prayers for
finding h
And thank J
g' all
,the friends and relatives for their
being beside my family, for donations,
food and love. thank my family from
Nano. for the Mask Dare Cleansing;
show Lanny my son the way home.
to would also like to thank the honorary
and active pall bearers and the many
people who walked with my son for the
last time to his final resting place_
Thank you.
I am sorry if l forgot or did not
mention all of the people, but they know
who they are and they are in my heart.
And again thank you all from Lanny

-

an Eagle.

Love you daughter, Always,
Dianne -lo Charleson.

CRISIS LINE VOLUNTEERS WANTED
The KUU -US CRISIS LINE is looking for both fundraising volunteers and phone
line operators. The training for the phone line operators is sixty hours in length.
The veining will be in -depth and will cover many areas including: Family biolean, Suicide, The grieving process, Mental Health Disorders, Addictions, Child
Welfare, as well as many others. After you have completed three hundred hours
of phone line work, a certificate in Crisis Intervention will be awarded.
The KUU -US CRISIS LINE is a confidential twenty -four hour service which
problem solves with its callers and gives the appropriate referrals based on the
needs of the caller, The Crisis Line operates lwmy -for hours day, seven days
week. For the pant years the Crisis Line has serviced a wide geographical area
which includes Pon Alberni, Bamtield. the West Coast, Be The Crisis Line is
manned by loth adult and teen volunteers. the Crisis Line Operates bah a Tan
Line which can he reached al 723 -2040 and an Adult Line which can be reached
err 723 -050.
The Crisis Line also offers a toll free number for long distance
callers.
Classes for volunteers are organised tart a when -needed basis.
The classes will be Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 6:00pm

-

IO:OOpm.

To book an appointment for an interview or for mort inform ..ir.. call
the Crisis Line Business Office 21723 -2323, Monday-Friday 8.00am
-4:00pm.Ask for Tanya.

Memorial Potlatch
for the late

Alfred Keitlah Jr.

will be held in Port Alberni on September 25
& 26 at the Alberni Athletic (fall.
Invitation extended by the Keitlah family.
Family and Friends of Mr,

& Mrs. Charles

Joseph

Q

On August 7, 1998, Charles Butterfield Joseph and Julia Patricia Curley married at

hiatal

5353 River Road amongst
of family (Ben a Clam Clappis, Molly Clappis,
Chris Williams, Rita Curley, Ruth Curley and Corrine Curley).
On Saturday, August 7. 1999 Ben a Clara Clappis and Rita Curley invite you to a
dinner and traditional dancing at 5323 River Road Opetchesaht Hell. On this day we
will honor their love and commitment. Please contact Molly Clappis at (250) 7283078 for more info or RSVP.

Immediate Family of Charles and

Julia Joseph

Are asked to contact Molly (sister of Charles) at (250) 728 -3078 as soon as
possible. We need the whole family's support in order to make this day memorable.
mk you fa your cooperation.

Sel

h.

I
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To All Nusschah -nutth First Nations Members, Band Managers,

CHIC*, Health Clerks and Band Membership Clerks:

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC'
Reference Recently, many bills were received at the NTC(NomInsurtid llcalth
Benefits Section) (NIHB) from parents requesting payment under this plan.
Ifa child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province there is no medical coverage. Therefore. FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF
MEDICAL VISITS, X -RAYS ETC. Wll.l. FALL ON THE PARENTS!
Indian Affairs cannot and W 1. NOT PAY any bills without full coverage.
Remember, unless a child is REGISTERED with both Indian Affairs (Status

If you

have any events that happen in your life such as marriage, divorce,
birth, death, name change and especially "transfers"
ease notify the Ahousaht Band.
When you submit your documenrt
to the Nuuchah -nulih Tribal Council
office it is just as important to submit these
documents to the Ahousaht Band.

The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three
months; and
L
Once the child reaches 1 year of age then they are no longer
covered under the NIBS program for: equipment; supplies;
drugs; dental; and optical.
Normally, achild reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his) own medical care
card. A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full -time

s

Robert Class, CD -NM Alma Program SapeeOisor

ATTENTION
HUU- AY-AHT BAND
MEMBERS

7

We need your address.
Please call the lluu-ay.ahi Band

Office at
1-888fidd -4ss5
or
Huu -ay -ant Treaty Office at
(250)723 -0100

ATTENTION
IIESQUTAIIT BAND
MEMBERSHIP
We are currently updating ouraddress

and phone number list for all band
membership. Please forward to our
Office. -877- 232- 1100(toll free)
*reminder to update
CMilìcate

ATTENTION ALL MOWACHAHT/
MUCHALAHT FIRST NATION
BAND MEMBERS
If you

Weave always updating our mailing list and sear looking for your address!
have moved or have not updated sour address in the lust few years. we would

!Acrobat

Please give the hand mall at
write it into Box
d
¢ILLS

trubon

er

del

emth

and new moms. Please utmost

Hnikn.,P

raga,[

HaShilth -Sa

looking for addresses of Nuu- chah -nulth members who are
NOT receiving the paper. HaShitr0Sa is free foe all Nuo- chah-nulth morn.
bership. If you want to receive HaSkilth -So please send name (including your
middle name or Initials) lo Annie Waver:

Ha- Shihibh-Sa
P.O. Box 1383
Port Alberni, B.C.

V9Y 7M2

Fiat Name:

-

-

a- Shlith -Sa
Initial:

Last Name:_

Mailing Address:
City:
Postal Code:

First Nation:
(You marl enter your First Nan nn v be nn our

New

°Change of

address iota naare,r

fill

9'P..++tPS

k.'NYym
*hen

n

are
a
p l.

is in the process of negotiating

To

Treaty.
It is important that all persons of Ditidaht Ancestry identify themselves in
order to participate and benefit from the Treaty.
Anyone who is not already a Registered Member of Ditidaht should
immediately contact Shelley Edgar, Ditidaht Membership Clerk/IRA at this
toll free number 1- 888 -745 -3366,
Ana,ufyou need new SEE YWCA
or
mnaewyourcardplease
callthe
urb acorn nxmer,, Word lro yltreastandseteet I
*dew toga yourerea (ensue strum cards.
J

7

The Ehattesaht Band Office would like you to phone or mail in your current
address and phone number in order to keep you updated on any band business
or meetings to be held. Thank you Our address is:

Ehmlesahl Band ( *fire
P.O. Box 59
Zeballos, B.C.
VOP 2A0
Phone: (250)761 -4155

sMndP.iMmml
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Hello to you all. lam the Ehattesaht Secretary and the Ehattesaht Membership Clerk. Please get all your new babies registered. Ifyou would like your
children registered, I will need your child's large birth certificate, and you will
need cosign s consent! that you are requesting your child to be registered under yourr band number. 1 hope lobe hearing from you.
From Lorraine John

Tseshaht Membership residing off reserve; you must
apply for Band Membership. If you are showing on the D A.
1

list it does not mean that you are on Tsesheht's Registry Band
List, and you must apply for Band Membership. Newborns
as always still need Large Binh Certificates, a form hem at the Band Office to
be filled out. Deletions, transfers, deaths. marriages, change of name still must
be recorded as an event that has happened so that may change the Band list
accordingly. Tseshaht Membership Administrator and contact person is Lisa
Robinson at -888 -724 -1225 toll free number or fax 250 -724-4385.
1

a

P.

O. Box 1280

Port Alberni, British Columbia
1,91' 7M2

LONG BEACH MODEL FOREST (LBMF)
JOB AVAILABILITY

Job Posting

Are you curious about coastal temperate rainforest ecology, local resource
usée end the peoples of the area, Are you responsible and I0 0nmvaed not
also i
ahve and creative? Do you enjoy sharing knowledge with people of
all perspectives?
We may have a position for you!
Interpreter-in- Training
Rainforest IntemretiveCentre.Tofino, B.C.

Asaabus daycare has a contact position available fora Curriculum
Developer. This position will involve working with community
members, to establish a cultural curriculum that will be put in place
in the fall of 1999.
Working also in partnership with the Daycare Director and staff
members, this curriculum will be pre -school age appropriate.
This two month contract position, with a budget that is set in place
by the B.0 First Nations Aboriginal Head Start Program.
The curriculum will be developed to compliment the daily schedule
of the existing daycare program, and is intended to support and
encourage children in developing a positive sense of themselves. It
will emphasise the promotion and protection of Ditidaht Culture

Roles and Responsibilities
way
-greeting
Pe
-á
9 visitors ta the Centre in a sensitive and respectful
and
-assisting
sch ls,salvmunitand
the area
-local schools. ° aaranmy members and
events
and
weekends
in me Interpretive
-assisting in coordinating special
Centre
maintenance,
Aandokvelopmentof displays and exhibits note Centre
Ouatine That Wear. Looking For
-.comma Fndtmations. forest management ecaegy. education.
cultural
rspPoOnelpampaLives
science and First Noncan neural
parsed mews within not communities
-sensitivity mNetlrvemevalsesand
diverse
engpyteam workngw th co-workers
ring -term cod mitrent
-e long-term commitment,bate LBMF communities
written and pal
oral communication skills
The Position.
Position:
-35 homer wash
-will hrgetowork some weekend and evening shifts
-starting date as soon= possible

and Language.

Accommodations are not included as pan of the contract. It will be
left to the individual to find their own accommodation.
Please reply to Asaabus Daycare attention: Kelly P.O
Box 340 Port Alberni, B.C. V9V 7M8 Telephone 8 250745 -3313 Fax # 250- 745 -3332

tr

1

To all Tla- o- qui -aht First
Nation Nations

Membership
We need to update our mailing list.
Please forward your most recent
address to our

Administration address @
Tlao -qui -ant First Nations
P.O. Box 18
Tofino, B.C.
VOR 2Z0
Attention: Hazel Curley

ATTENTION
IJCLUELET BAND
MEMBERS LIVING
IN NANAIMO
Ifyou need annew

status card or
need to renew your card - please
call the Ucluelet Band Office
@726 -7342. We will compilea
list and select a date to go to the
Nanaimo Friendship Centre to
issue status cards.

-p,

Attention: Marike Czink
Nun -ash -nu. Community and Human Services

oae,iv

To All Ehattesaht Membership

oatal.l.la,W have

background knowledge of child derelopumthconflict,
resolution, behavior management, alcohol and drug issues, listening skills, report writing and budget skills. A first aid course is required or completion of one in a year.
The applicant
be requested to complete an approval process including police
record check, provide references and a medical.
The applicant should own a vehicle and have a valid British Columbia driver's license.
Address Applications lo:
The anal

u

Band Members

,Ltl

support the adolescents' relationships with

Qualifications

Ar Attention All Ditidaht
la t

Feu (25 01761-4156

enacted. encourage and

luv.n.nabahpn..trn
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To All Ehattesaht Membership

a.

apxna,en'I,u, .rwow and a rmw, Mier by IuN 23
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Lamas, Ild
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be

theirextended family
provide basic life skill warning footle adolescents
encourage and participate in Nuu-chah -nulih cultural activities
be willing to work as pan of a team with the adolescent's social worker and
other professionals
hire and supervise a child care worker and relief staff
he minnow pvticipue in on going training inbehaviormanagement ,dealing with
delinquent and aggressive behaviors, FASA, grief and loss, separation issues, attachment problems, appropriate discipline, drug and alcohol, and effects of
physical, emotionat,sexual abuse and neglect
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,our baby.
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Important Notice To All People
Orniu/aaffiumhO Vora.

Responsibilities of the applicants):
must be committed to providing a physical and emotionally safe, nurturing, family environment
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MAILING HA- SHILTH-SA
TO NUU- CHAH -NULTH MEMBERS

car

M

This number can also be used for faxing or call 670 -9566.
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TOLL FREE FOR AHOUSAHT TREATY INFORMATION.
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num.:
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1
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AHOUSAHT TREATY ACCESS NUMBER:
-877- 246 -8728 (I- 877- AHOUSAT)

The

The Nuu- chah -nulth Community and Human Service Program,. seeking a Nuu chah -culth couple to sel up and operate a Nuu- chah -nulth family group home for four
challenging tanagers.

...rclw... rnarxy amt lmlarmmm.ng coma, ame

from you!

e

err,en'

y

xdldwWir

...Nen N

are Tuesday mornings from 9:00 a.m. to 1200: noon.
You can contact Robert Allen at the Ahousaht Band Office.
Phone (250) 670 -9531 or fax (250) 670 -9696.

Cif Kline( Sint%GiftbS%t0Mthéyear

2000. Lisa Sabbas, Membership, will
be travelling to the various cities in the
next month. Please contact her for
further information and dates.

Ibdm..M.nRx.6 wog xanlm.rdw
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MU- CHAU -NULTH FAMILY GROUP HOME

Communications Specialist

My once hours

a.

attendance at a post secondary institution, that is approved by the provincial
medical co
.
It takes 6m 8 weeks to obtain these coverage card, Start the process
medially! Do not assume it is done! Follow up with this until you have both
cards! Questions to be directed to the Band Membership Clerks, or the NTC
Registry Office 724 -5757.

/11

-

Career Opportunities

Hydro
Aboriginal Relations
BC

Attention Ahousaht Band Members

Card) and the provincial medical plan HASP Card) two very important medical
factors apply:

a

Ha- Shilth -Sa, July 15, 1999

Announcements

Ia

I

W/nr.:

WANTED

A Nuuchah -nulth name for our drop -in at the
Port Alberni Friendship Centre that means total
wellness of mind, body, and spirit.
It could be a young mother who drops in wanting information about her young baby; or someone might be ill
crisis about their relationship. Some people might come
for an STD test. Someone might be worried that they have
HIV or Diabetes or high blood pressue. There are many
reasons a person could drop in.

Please contact Penny Cowan at 724 -1281 H you
have a Nuu -chah -nulth name for our drop In.

Due to funding requirements, successful applicants must be
Morning students of aboriginal status. Interested? Please mail, favor deliver
your resume on or before 5 o0p.m. Friday, July, 2nd, 1999 to'.
1

Iran.mi The Long Beach Model Forest Society
alP.O Box 1119

-°°=

Ueluelet,BC VOR 3A0

Fax (250)726 -7269

mamm

CHILDCARE WORKER
The Nuu- chah- nulthCommuniry and I laman Services Program is seeking,
Child Care Worker in the Gold River area to work with children aged 5 to
years, on a one-to-one basis. The succossfulapplicant will work closelywitl
the social worker and the Band family care worker to provide recreation
activities, life skills instruction and education n personal healthand safety. Theta
activities will he carried out alter school or on the weekends. Please sent
resume to: Mary Pat Thompson, P.O. Box 428, Gold River, B.C., VOP IGO
1
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Continued from page

she screamed and bola mother and

1

daughter. finding new energy, ran fast
When asked 'what will you do when
you get home?' Shawn replied, "Not

The most

difficult pan of the run for

Inez Paul was Sutton Pass

with 'The

sloe

second. These
Hump' coming
two areas are ountain passes on each
side of Pon Alberni.
toot said that she was so exhausted
running up 'The Hump', -she told her
mother that it felt like she couldn't take
another step. Carleen felt the same as
her daughter until she heard a noise
coming from a nearby ditch. "A bear!"

undo hill.
Many people made personal sacrifices
to make the Journey Home the success
Mat It Is. Special acknowledgements go
to Vina Robinson, Anne Atleo and
Nancy Atleo, event coordinator; lame.
Swan, First Aid and support to runners:
Kelly John and family, Gordon and
Norma Charlie for providing support to
the runners. Other runners that ran a
considerable distance are Guy Louie Ir.,
Calvin Louie, Lori Campbell, and Robert
Allee.
The Journey Home Run raised over

Job Posting: Assistant Infant Development

528 000 to date. Many pledges still
need to be collected. Cheques can be
made payable to Ahousaht Canoe Quest
Society and sent to Box 74. Ahousaht.

aU;L4diti

a:1

MV Repo

1.
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Names are deleted from the
Ha- Shilth -Sa mailing list only
when papers are returned as

J1

undeliverable
E-mail: hashilth(@sland.net

re- ordered

u

available from our Nuu chah
nulth Community and Human
Services Program Office.

Is

Fax

250-r2622á2
250- ]246642

Every Monday

tt

fpm -4

pm

Port Alberni Friendship Centre

35554" Avenue

.

Blood Pressure Screening
D iabetes S:reening
HIV /AIDSSCreening
Sexually Transmitted Diseases serceniny
Pap Testing
Holistic Health Information
For more information
call Penny Cowan 0724 -1281 or
Mining Lawrence@ 721.8281

aka

ro

and are once again

a1

mere /:a
d,00000( poet
available roan
First Nation
members.
sue groom.
nncammuMqand

sear.

Promo

Comp
1

2 ""

session

Camp 3
ages 15
Adult Camp

+

Aug. 18 to 30
Sept. 20 to 26

For information phone or write:
Karen Charleson, PO Box 2000, Tofino, BC,
VOR 271), Phone /fax: 250 670 -1120
The I lemlumhl Rediscovery program consists of activities such as overnight hikes, canoe /kayaking, swimming, dally runs, chores (such as
packing firewood and doing dishes) and physically active games.
I

FOR SALE

1999 Ha-Shi/th -Sa

Press Schedule
Deadline
July 23

Aug.
Aug20
41013
Sept 17
(Jet I

Oct 15
Oct 29
Nov 12
Dec 10

Giblet patching web, brand new.

labs.

Pump 1- with electric Clutch
(Brand new). Power Pack Ronda Bhp

Brown GMC Truck; needs some work,
new engine installed Jan/97, low mileage. Decca Radar. Motorola Cell
phone. Ammilaptop computer(herdly
used). Will consider best offers. Call
(250)332 -5275

condition,

ver, rings earrings, bracelets, pedants
by Gideon Smith. Phone 923 -3550.

FOR SALE
Native designed jewellery; silver, copper, gold engraving,stone setting. Contact Gordon Dick by phone 723 -8611
or Cell 954 -9404

l

or take over contract - I cell phone
call 723 -4484

FOR SALE
Authentic genuine basket, casting
grass 3 comer grask colored swam p
grass & swamp grass. Call Linda
Edgar at (250)745-3885.
'

'

Issue Printing

-

July 29

-

Aug 12
Aug26

-

-

Sept23
Oct 7
Oct 21
Nov 4
Dec
Dec

aCcll:]Ná519
u,e .. T
K

PRESENT THIS
COUPON &SAVE

,

ai
Sm,OFF WITH MIN.5160.

ORS. OFF WITH MIN,s25a

FOR SALE

së110*0t-

Nov

LANGUAGE
Transcribing in phoneticsrummies
research projects. personal use. Howdy
rates. Phone Harry Lucas at 724 -5807.

A!<

ti

NUU- CHAH -NELTH NATIVE

18

Carvings for sale. If you are interested
cob in native carvings such,, coffee table
tops, clocks, plaques, 6"totems, canoes,
leave message for Charlie Mickey at
724 -8609 or c/o Box 40, &hallos, B.C.
VOP 2A0

T,SG, TRUCKING SERVICE
Moving and Hauling, Reasonable

2
16

For more information on deadlin
/ printing data, and advertisin
rates, call David Wiwchar,HoShilth'Sa Editor /Manager. at
(250)724 -5757

Tom Dick's Fishing Charters
For friendly Cove and surrounding areas. Day fishing
is available. Reasonable
priced.
For information and or reservations:

Call Tom @ 283 -2483
Or Barb
283 -2015

Rates, Tom Gus, 5231 Hector Riad.
Port Alberni, B.C. Phone: (250)7243975

CANOE BUILDING
Will build canoe, or teach how
to build canoe for anyone
interested. From Beach Canoe to
40 footer,
Call Harry Lucas 724 -5807

For Sale
18

Weaken(

.

Transition House
Emergency Shelter
For Abused Women
and their children
coma 24 hours

726 -2020

LANGUAGE CLASSES
at Hupacasabt Hall

Language Instructor
at

-

Tame.

Monday and Thursday Nights
7 pm to 9 pm
Parenting Skills for Parents & Tots
Fridays from 3 -4 pm

EVERYONEIS WELCOME
ClItt

kleco

(:land lit..--h. Cabbed Linguist

I/2 Pleasure Boat - 1994 Cam-

NOOTKA ART

pion Explorer. Excellent condition.
90hp Yamaha+ bhp comes with
trailer, VHF, fish finder,dowmigger, life
bells. $15,000. call David N icolaye

µ.a smirk

Brat eis n
Pe da

Earrings

Pings
Gall d baver
s

Ie:7Ib.1957

(250) 923-6972

P9r: 7164921

ext. 1128

Fund Raisers Bingo in Ahousaht
$10.000.00 Bingo

In Ahousaht on Saturday July 31, 1999 at the T -Bird
Hall starts at I:00 P.M. Tickets for this bingo are $75.00. This gets you
into T-Bird hall with (1 - 6 -up booklet) (1 - early bird) (1 - 2nd special)
(I 3a special) (2 - extras) and one Texas Blackout 3 -up strip for the
410.000.00 game.
We will have Cougar Island and Rocky Pass leave from Torino at 1:30
8. 12 noon on Sat. July 31. 1999. It costs $12.00 each to get into
Ahousaht & our club pays for your trip back out after the bingo is Duet.
Otoo - hope to see you at T-Bird Hall on Sat. July 31. 1999 - it stain at
1:00 P.M. For more information contact Corby George at (250) 6709558 (Monday to Friday).

Joe NUM.
TRADITIONAL DUGOUT CANOES
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FOR SALE

AS

LOST

FOR SALE

firm (as is) Seeom inquiries only,
Call (250)723ó135

For rule or made loader, rings, bracelets, pendants, brooches, earrings &
bolo ties. Tim Taylor, 1034 Less,(
Place, Pon Alberni, B.C., VOY 7L7
Phone:723 -8170.

lady driven, low km's, 2 extra new
tires included. 53,500 oho. Call
(250) 954.9404 after 6 p.m. and on
weekends.

leather NBA Spalding basketball, has
name on it (Bob), also has initials on it
beside NBA (FIX.) Lost at Rid. tour March 5 -7 final game. Reward. t Please call 720.0289 pager or
Bobby Rupert (250) 724.5453 at home.

July 2 to 9
July 14 to 23
July 30 to Aug.B

1982 Mazda RX7, Excellent

V-6 1993 Z -24 Chevy Cavalier -Turquoise,Convertible- BlackTop, In very
good condition- oneowner, CD PlayerPioneer. (Like New), NC, Diamond
Coated All Around, Auto, Drives good
in the snow, Price reduced to 17,200

726 -1225.

FOR SALE
Native designedjewel lery on gold or sil-

Nov26

n

Podaleem a.c. 160782

ages 7 to 10
ages 11 to 14
I. session

Mercury Outboard Motor.

Real good condition Used only in
fresh water. Asking $400.00, Call
Tomá. 283 - 2483

1

CAMPS 1999
1

4 Horse

Human Services Program Office.

HESQUTAHT REDISCOVERY SOCIETY
Camp

FIRST NATIONS WELLNESS DROP -IN

sl

Books are $20.00
Videos are $100.00
Tel:

Yours Truly,
Robert ALleo,Ahousaht Membership Clerk
Ahousaht Council
General Delivery
Ahousaht BC
VOR IAO
Attention: Robert Atleo
Phone: (250)670- 9531or Fax (250) 670 -9696

a

available from our
Nuu- chah -nulth Community and

Beyond Survival- Vida.
These videos have been
podded and are once again

is just a

receives

"Indian Residential Schools:
The Nuu- chah -nulth
Experience" Book
These books have been t aafw

-Nuu -shah -oath Tribal Council

reminder Myna all. if you have any new events happening
such., birth, death, marriage. divorce especially 'transfers" please notify
the Ahousaht Office.
onorneOa ,n. I rind or
When you submit
the NTC office, plasedo not forget
to submit a copy satin Ahousaht office for membership purposes.
This

IF you plan to share files (over
the interned, you should save it in
the follow hg format: Rich Text Forat (e.rlt). Dual forget to let us
know what program you are using.
Ever wonder why Ha- Shilth -Sa
asks which First Nation you are
from? This is how we keep Nuu chah -nulth subscribers woman
from paying sue eribn Mr baling)

rob -down after tackling the hump outside Port Alberni

Also available

ATTENTION: ALL AHOUSAHT MEMBERS

sOtnna.
(250)(250)

Phone: (250) 724 -5757
Fax: (250)723 -0463

.

Nuu -chah -nulth Community and Human Services Program
(Include References)
Attention: Senior Manager, CHS
P.O. Box 1280
Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2

Attire Twhaht
AdminnmaneanlhMings. Formosa
InformanoneautheTSmhahl alma

V9Y 7M2

5,3:Ill

tune

V9Y 7M2

71(

Minimum 2 years relation in the field of Family and Children Services.
Own a valid B.C. Driver's License and have access to vehicle.
Will he expected to travel extensively by air, boat and gravel roads.
Excellent Communication Skills -able to listen to families' concerns about
their children.
Address parent's concerns regarding child development and helping them
plan learning activities, networking and accessing available Resources
ldc:
dxt t:.^.I:-s'.' ....-.
available dihid
families_
Maintain statistics of families being served, create reports,
Computerproficient- Windows 95 environment

Please Reply

P.O. Box 1383

SPACE

Pent Alberni, B.C.

The agony of 'de feet; Shawn Allen

Reg niremem,

Annie Watts,
Ba- Shilfhsa Office Manager

Nuu- CAe0 -nu(eh Economic
Development Corporation
P.O. Box 1384,
Pon Alberni, B.C.

FOR SALE

FORREST
!WARDROOM

le anyone would like to
purchase this "Al" salmon
license, please mail or fax
your written offer to:

SEND ADDRESS
CHANGES TO

-

problem solving. The successful applicant will show commitment. desire and
willingness towards completing a degree in Child and Youth Care, mother
related field

(250)

(j

Runners, . alkers,and w heelchair athletes came from all Nuu- Chah -aalth
Territories to support Shawn Atleni s run tu khnusu hi, in support of the
upcoming A housaht Ca non Quest.

;!

Sr

724 -4799

.

Worker
Candidates to train to become fully qualified Infant Development Workers.
Under the direction of the Infant Development Worker, the assistant in training
will provide service to Firs Nations in the Central Region and Northern Region
of the Nuu -shah -ninth Territory. Duration of Training approximately 6 to 18
months depending upon education and experience directly related to the field of
infant and child development.
The position will commence at 30 hours a week eventually leading to 37.5
hours a week full lime. Applicants most have a commitment in working towards
the betterment of healthy children and families. A firm [ knowledge ofNuu <hahnulth culture and values with regards to infant and child developmbnt, as well as
skills in written and spoken communication, interpersonal interaction and

w

-

Sheldon's parents are getting
:married this summer and we Ivan
you there! Call us....

CFV 29669 36.75Fr

FOR SALE
40' Ex-troller. Call Rohen

Julie,Jared /Jared,Julie
Where for art thou?

THE FOLLOWING
"Al " LICENSES
ARE FOR SALE

no license

40' fiberglass.
Ex- freer
ez troller Fully equipped.
Freezer system only 2 years old, Harold
Lime (250) 670.2311.

P

,a.

Page 27
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CLASSIFIEDS
BOAT FOR SALE

Via_
8J

Ha- Shilth -Sa, July 15. 1999

BC, VOR -1790. Donations ofany kind
are gratefully accepted. For more
information contact Anne Atlas, at (250)
670 -2355.

nuPtk

..Solo, Anta

--

Pon
V93
v sns (250) 7218831
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CALI:
R8$EE 8E$gaF

;esq1Uffiil
SNITU LOOK

SOMASS TREE
SERVICES LTD.
Topping, falling,trimming,clan -up.
Phone (250)723 -9471
Reasonable Rates.

Dave Georg

1
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BUS][N]ESS NEWS
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A PROFILE OF SUCCESS - HIMWITSA ENTERPRISES, TOFINO, BC

r

True success doesn't happen overnight, it takes patience, planning and
hard work. One of our best examples is
Himwitsa Enterprises, owned by Lewis
and Cathy George.
Lewis and Cathy began talking about a
gallery 22 years ago and on the road to
developing the first class facility they
have today, there were detours, lessons
to be learned and major life style
decisions.
For instance before they opened their
first gallery Cathy worked for Roy
Vickers for four years as his eyes and
right hand. At this time, Lewis was
administrator for the Ahousaht School but it didn't mean that they had abandoned their dreams. They were exploring options for opening their own
gallery, never losing sight of their
dream,

Q!

The `House of Himwitsa' business plan took over a year to
complete, Lewis says, they wanted
to make sure, `it was the best it
could be.' But they didn't work on
it alone.
Their biggest challenges was to find the
right location and though it didn't look
like much, the 'take-out' section of the
Loft restaurant proved to be ideal.
Cathy and Lewis negotiated with Al
Pineo, then owner of the Loft, to rent
the space. But, this was only the
beginning.
The 'House of Himwitsa' business plan
took over a year to complete, Lewis
says, they wanted to make sure, `it was
the best it could be.' But they didn't
work on it alone. Ron Hamilton contributed to the development of their artist's
portfolio, Al Little was instrumental in
assisting with their business development and they hired Dennis Moore as
their accountant and Barb Smith as their
lawyer.
The completed business plan was
submitted to NEDC and approved for
funding. So, are they ready to open
now? Not yet, next they would design
the gallery, purchase equipment and
inventory and develop their marketing

o
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Cathy George inside the previous
location of the House of Himwitsa.
strategy.
With the same hard work and dedication that went into the business plan,
Cathy and Lewis began to design their
gallery. Every detail was important,
from the wallpaper to the furnishings.
For wallpaper they chose a Japanese
fiber wall - something they still use
today - and their furnishings were

\

u

custom made by a local artisan. Cathy
and Lewis believe that it is very important to support their community and do
so at every opportunity by hiring local
contractors and staff.
The purchase of the inventory for the
Gallery would prove to be an ongoing
and often difficult process. It requires
lots of field work, a good eye, negotiation skills and the ability to learn from
mistakes - after all no one starts off
making all the right decisions. It can be
difficult, as Lewis and Cathy don't like
to turn people down. They appreciate
the work that goes into every piece
brought into the store. The best advise
Lewis has for artists looking to sell to
Himwitsa is, 'Call first and be open to
constructive criticism - the success of
the business depends on having the right
product at the right price.'
So, with all of this complete on July 4,
1989, Cathy opened the first House of
Himwitsa, in 400 square feet next to the
Loft restaurant - Lewis would continue
in Ahousaht for another year.
And if you needed a good omen she
had one: the day before she opened
customers were knocking on the
window, begging to be let in. It seems
four ladies from Europe would not be in
town for the grand opening and pleaded
to be allowed to purchase items a day
early. Cathy, being an excellent
businessperson agreed, and so she had
her first sales.
Within seven months, Himwitsa Gallery
was one of the busiest places in Tofino.
So busy in fact, that Richard, the
George's 13 year old starting helping
part-time and he loved it. Lewis says
with understandable pride, `Richard is a
natural. He works hard and loves
people.' These are definitely requirements of this business Cathy and
Lewis themselves, even ten years later,
put in eighteen -hour days and feel lucky
if they can manage a two -week vacation.
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Lewis George stands in front of one of his display counters with
many pieces of silverwork and basketry.
over night and to make this dream
come true they needed a plan. Back to
the drawing board to develop a new
business plan that would describe their
new building.
But first, the George's talked to Ron
Arcos, Loan Manager for Bank of
Montreal and Al Little, Loan Officer for
NEDC to see what support they would
have for their new business. Because
of their success, they were given the
green light.
At the same time, they identified the
location for their new venture. On the
Tofino harbour was a property owned
by NTC and they began negotiation to
purchase. This sight would become the
future home of Himwitsa Enterprises.
But first things first, what would the
building look like? Cathy and Lewis
took their ideas to Rick Charles for the
first rendering of their new building.
They put it on the wall and continued
planning. After six months of looking at
the first design they knew it was not
what they wanted. Back to the drawing
board.
After deciding on a design and choosing an architect, it was time to approach the Tofino city, council for their
approval. But it doesn't stop here, there
are contractors to identify and hire,
contracts to be drawn and signed
(Cathy and Lewis do not sign anything
without their lawyer), and financing to
be put in place.
To achieve their dream Cathy and
Lewis took the risk of mortgaging
everything - the house, car and boat but they had faith in themselves and
their ideas and were willing to work
hard to succeed.
On March 04, 1994, five years after

-

It seems four ladies from Europe
would not be in town for the grand
opening and pleaded to be allowed
to purchase items a day early.
Cathy, being an excellent
businessperson agreed, and so
she had her first sales.
Within seven months, by putting all
revenue went back into the business,
they were able to pay off their loans and
mortgage. To many people this would
have meant success -a small but
hugely successful gallery, employment
for the family and community members
and loans and mortgage paid -out. But,
for Cathy and Lewis this was only a
part of their dream.
The business was growing quickly and
the demand was there, they knew that
this was the time to expand. For their
dream included not just a larger gallery
but rental units, a restaurant and retail
space all housed in a building of their
own.
But buildings and dreams don't happen

-

they opened their first gallery Cathy and
Lewis launched Himwitsa Enterprises.
But the work of an entrepreneur is on
going, sometimes it seems from one
problem to the other. The challenge,
according to Lewis is to maintain a
positive attitude.
The George's, with their enormously
successful new gallery, take nothing for
granted. They constantly upgrade the
facility (last year it needed a new roof
and decks), search for new products,
evaluate the impact of their marketing
strategy, revisit the menu, try new
recipes and at the same time maintain
the highest of standards.
Cherie, the George's daughter has
joined her brother in the family business, but she prefers the restaurant,
managed by her grandmother Jean
Mattson, where she does double duty
as server and night clean -up person.
Lewis says his biggest concern is the
safety and welfare of his guests, so
they have had state of the art fire and
theft devices installed.
Himwitsa Enterprises is not located on
reserve and so all taxes are applicable.
This means they must charge everyone
GST and PST and must pay corporate,
land, village, provincial and federal
taxes. Lewis says, ` off reserve, taxes
are a part of doing business.'
For Lewis the greatest challenge is
that, `the job is never finished! It
doesn't go away even after the day is
over and you go home, it's still with

-

you.'

Fortunately, the George's have a
passion for their work that make the
long hours and hard work well worth
the effort, in achieving their dream.

